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~· term ••tude~t• at riak" came into common u•• in the education 
. 
arena in the early eighties. It provided a way to talk about 
those students who were not aucceasful, who did not aeem to fit 
in school. They had always been present, the term •at riak" was 
I 
simply a label. But the label garnered attention and focused 
concern. Zn earlier decades the "drop out" phenomenon had 
received much emphasis. That notion was expanded by the concept 
of students at risk such that educators acknowledged that the 
potential drop out could often be identified as early as the 
thir.d grade. Earlier intervention ~as recognized to be a key to 
• 
solving the pro~lem. 
The issues of identifying those at risk and how best to provide 
help appropriate to their needs have co~~ to the furefront. This 
study seeks to address those issues and add to the qrowing 
knowledge base about stude~ts at risk and ways to in~rease those 
s~udents' probability of succeedina in schnol and in life. 
A review of literature on strat~gies for addressing the problems 
of at risk youth is provided herein. Also within are the 
methodology and findings of an analysis which examines the 
re:ationship between school personnel attitudes about at risk 
students, the at riskness of the student population, and effort 
expended for at ri~k students. Conclusions and implications will 
also be offered. 
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A variety of organizational efforts and programs to aaaiat at 
risk students have been reported in the educational literature. 
For the purpose of this discussion, the topics are divided into 
two parts: general efforts and specific programs. Literature 
specific to the issue of the relationship between school 
personnel attitudes and efforts for at risk atudents could not be 
located. 
General Zfforts 
General efforts include a consideration of the following area~: 
ability grouping, promotion/retention, reduction in class size, 
and pull-out progrems. 
When considering these topics one m\'St acknowledge the work of 
Robert Slavin and his associates for analyzing and synthesizing 
the results of research using "best evidence synthesis." since 
best evidence synthesis is used in the compilation of much of the 
research in these areas, it is important to understand the 
methodology. This me~chod is describe~ in Educational Research 
(Slavin, 1986) ~nd the elements of the best evidence synthesis 
are summarized in a later article by Slavin (1987) in the 
following way: 
- "Clearly specified, defensible a priori criteria for 
inclusion of studies are established. · 
- All publi~h~d and unpublished studies that meet these 
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criteria are located and included. 
- Where possible, effect aizea for included studies are 
computed ••• 
- When effect aizes cannot be computed, effects of studies 
that ••et inclusion criteria are characterized as 
positive, negative, or zero rather than excluded. 
- Apart from computation of effect aize and use of well-
specified inclusion criteria, best evidence syntheses are 
identil:l\1 to traditional narrative reviews. Individual 
studies and methodological and substantive issues are 
discussed in the detail typical of the best narrative 
reviews" (p. 294). 
Ability Grouping. Slavin (1987) reviewed the literature on 
ability grouping in elementary schools and its effect on 
achievement. He commented that previous reviewers of literature 
dealing with ability grouping have characterized the evidence as 
a "muddle or maze." He attributes this notion to the following 
conditions: secondary and elementary research was combined, good 
qualit.y.research was comblned with biased studies, a variety of 
leve~~ cf students was combined, and research on between-class 
groupin~ was compared to within-class grouping. In this revie~, 
studie~ selected were limited to those with adequate methodology, 
that were comprehensive, were on the elementary level with 
different types of ability grouping reviewed separately. Four 
principal grouping plans were examined: ability grouped clas~ 
3 
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assignment, regrouping for readin; and/or aathamatica, the Joplin 
Plan, and within-claas ability qroupin;. 
Slavin concluded: 
•The best evidence from randomized and •atched equivalent 
atudiea aupports the poaitive achievement effect• of the use 
of within-class ability grouping in aathamatics in the upper 
grades and of the Joplin Plan in reading. In contrast, 
there is no aupport for the practice of aaaigninq atudents 
to self contained classes according to general ability or 
performance level, and there are enough good quality studies 
• 
of the practice that if there were any effect, it would • 
sure~y have been detected" (p. 321). 
In a similar fashion, Slavin (1990) analyzed the results of 
ability grouping in the secondary schools on achievement using a 
best evidence synthesis. Studies included six randomized 
experiments, nine matche~ experiments, and fourteen correlational 
studies. Achievement effects were basically zero for all 
studies, except for social studies which favored heterogeneous 
grouping. 
ThJ~ summary includes the following conclusion: 
1. Comprehensive between-class ability grouping plans have 
little or no effect on achievement as measured by 
standardized tests. (Most strongly supported in grades 
4 
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7-9, but evidence exiata for grades 10-12 aa well.) 
2. Different forma of ability 9rou~ing are equally 
ineffective. 
3. Ability grouping ia ineffective in all aubjecta and 
there aay be a negative effect of ability grouping in 
aocial studies. 
4. Assigning subjects to different levels of the same 
course has no consistent poaitive or negativ~ effects on 
students of high, average, or low ability (Slavin, 
1990). 
Promgtion/Retention. Studies of the effects of retaining 
students in grade to improve achievement have been conducted 
during the whole of the twentieth century reaching the same 
~onclusion. 
Jackson's review of existing studies (1975) found no evidence 
that grade retention for students ~ith academic problems was more 
beneficial than grade promotion. A meta-analysis of 44 studies 
selected from a bibliography of 650 entries by Holmes and 
Matthews (1984) produced similar results. A total of 11,132 
pupils were included in these 44 investigations. Results showed 
that " •.• promoted groups on the average had achieved .44 st3ndard 
deviation units higher than the retained group .•• Each of the 
sub-areas produced negative mean effect s ~e values, indicating 
that nonpromotion had a negative effect on pupils ••• "(p. 231). 
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In addition, reaulta ahowed negative effecta on peraonal 
adjuatment, •elf concept and attitude toward achool. 
Similar conclusions were reached by other researcher• and 
reviewers of research (Johnson, 1984; Finlayson, 1985; Shepard 
and Smith, 1990), and many educator• question the reasons for/ 
continuation of the practice of retention (Taylor, 1985; Olson, 
1990; Doyle, 1989; Frymier, 1990). 
Class Si~ The evidence regarding achievement effects of the 
reduction of class size is mixed and tenuous. Slavin (1988) 
critiqued the two major reviews that were meta-analyses of the 
research on class size -- The Glass and S~ith meta-analysis of 
1982 and the Educational Review Service review of research of 
1978. Little evidence was found to support improved achievement 
due to reduction of class size. A 1986 update of the Educational 
Review Service, also reported by Slavin, found the effects of 
class size reduction somewhat promising in grades X-3; that is, 
50 percent of the studies cited found differences that favored 
small classes. Differences were slight in grades 4-8 and 
nonexistent in grades 9-12. Slavin further considered the 
characteristics and findings of eight individual studies from the 
elementary grades. These studies reveal positive effects, but 
the effects tend to be small and tend to disappear after a few 
years. He speculates on the reason by suggesting that teachers 
do not change ~heir behavior in small classes. He suggests that, 
6 
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•claaa aize could have a aubatantial effect on achievement 
indirectly, in that there aay be hi9hly effective inatructional 
programs that could not be aucceaafully iaplemented in large 
claaaes" (p. 254). In the discussion of apecific programs in the 
following section, initial results of the Reading Recovery and 
Success for All programs add aome credence to thia hypothesis. 
pyll-Out Programs. Chapter One, formerly Title One, programs in 
school are a result of federal money allocated through the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act designed to help 
disadvantaged students. Most Chapter One programs are pull-out 
. 
programs because such programs assure meeting the mandate that· 
such funds are used exclusively for disadvantaged students. 
Madden and Slavin (1987) reported on "effective" pull-out 
programs in three categories: diaqnostic-prescri~~ive, tutoring, 
and computer-assisted. studies were chosen on the basis of 
criteria of b~st-evidence syntheses. They found that while most 
Chapter One programs used diagnostic-prescriptive models, very 
few showed convincing evidence of success; only five such 
programs are cited. six tutoring programs and three computer-
assisted programs are also included as ~uccessful programs. 
Thus, positive evidence was gleaned in fourteen instances fr.orn a 
nation's worth of study of nearly two decades. Perhaps that 
explains why, in a companion study, Slavin and Madden (1987) 
summarized the effects of pull-out programs in this way: 
"··· the more time students spent in pull-out programs the 
7 
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1••• they learned ••• the pull-out proqram i~ rarely 
integrated with that provided by the reqular claaaroom 
teach•r ••• time ia lost in tranaition ••• and pull•outa 
rarely increaae the total inatruction provided to atudenta" 
(p. 1) • 
In a 1989 report by Slavin and Madden, titled, "What Works for 
Students At Risk: A Research Syntheaic,• they concluded, "Pull-
out programs, at best, do no more than keep at riak atudenta in 
the early grades from falling further behind their peers" {p. 
12). 
Specific Proqrams 
Descriptions of elementary programs, secondary programs, and 
successful individual programs follow. 
Review of Elementary Programs. Slavin and Madden (1987) examined 
research on existing programs to assist students at ri6k. 
"Program" was defint!d as a set of procedures that was structured 
and replicable. B~th substantive criteria and methodological 
criteria were used to determi~e inclusion of research which 
' 
employed best-evidence synthesis. Substantive inclusion criteria 
determined that programs: 1) had to be used for reading and/or 
math improvemer.t in grades· 1 through 6, 2) must be implemented in 
req\.llar classrooms~ and 3) must be applicable to at risk 
students. 
8 
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Methodological inclusion criteria w•r• the following: 1) 
convincing •vidence of effectiveness had to be preaented, 
2) •uat employ control group desiqna with random aaai;nment to 
groups, 3) had to uae atandardized, broadly baaod aeaaures and, 
4) the programs had to last at least 16 weeks. A wide aearch of 
reports led to organize the programs into three categories: 
continuous progress, individualized in~truction, and cooperative 
learning. 
Continuous progress programs include those programs that have 
students proceed through a hierarchy of akills that involves 
careful record keeping. The following eleven programs of 
continuous progress met the criteria for inclusion. 
• DISTAR - a direct instruction reading program developed at 
the University of oregon 
• U-SAIL - Utah System Approach to Individualized Learning 
• PEGASUS - Reading is organized in 17 levels with a 
continuum of skills at each level 
• ECRI - Exemplart Center for Re~ding Instruction 
• Project INSTRUCT - a continuous progress program developed 
in Lincoln, Nebraska 
• GEMS - Goal-based Educational Management System, a 
diagnostic - prescriptive reading program 
• Early Childhood Preventative curriculum - an 
individualized diagnostic - prescriptive program designed 
for first grade 
9 
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• Weslaaco Individualized Reading/Language Arts Instruction 
and Staff Development 
• conceptually Oriented Mathematics CUrriculum (COMP) 
• Coordinated Learning Integration - Middlesex Basic (CLIMB) 
• outcomes-Driven Developmental Model (ODDM) 
The individualized instruction category includes these programs: 
Matteson Four-Dimensional Reading Program, ~dover Individualized 
Reading system, and systematic Teaching and Measuring 
Mathematics. These program results were found in reports 
submitted to the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP), u.s. 
Department of Education. Concerning the number, the authors . 
t;tate, 
"What is noteworthy ••• is not so much the programs listed 
there as the programs not listed. A large number of JDRP-
approved progr~ms used individualized models, and the 
broader educational literature has many studies of such 
methods. Yet very few of these present convincing evidence 
of effectiveness" (Slavin and Madden, 1987, p.18). 
A study of cooperative learning programs yielded two programs: 
Team Accelerated Instruction and Cooperat~ve Integrated Reading 
and Composition. 
Reviewing the elements of the sixteen programs (11 continuous 
progress, 3 individualized instruction, and 2 cooperative 
10 
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learning) Slavin and Madden (1987) considered qualities which 
••em to affect achievement, ••king tha•e conclusions: 
" ••• to •aka a ••an in•_ ul difference in atudent achievement, 
four elements of classroom organization •uat be 
aimultaneously addressed: quality of instruction, 
appropriate level of instruction, incentive, and time ••• The 
importance of accommodating student ne~As while maintaining 
adequate direct instruction is perhaps greatest for at risk 
students" (p. 26). 
Review of SecoJ.dary Programs. A review of secondary programs 
designed tor at risk secondary students by Natriello, McDill,·~nd 
Pallas (1990) included four categories: 1) programs designed for 
academic success, 2) programs to provide positive social 
relationships, 3) programs designed to enhance the relevance of 
school, and 4) programs to provide supportive conditions outside 
of school. several efforts were included in the discussion even 
though the research evidence for each was characterized by the 
authors as weak. Programs included: Summer Training and 
Employment Program tSTEP), Upward Bound, Job Corps, Boston 
compact, I Have a Dream Program, Chicago Area Project, Kids Place 
in SeattlP, and the New York City Dropout Prevention Initiative. 
They summarized this review by stating 
" ••• the practices assembled into specific programs offer a 
wealth of ideas about ways to respond to the needs of 
disadvantaged youth. We can take from our review ••• some 
11 
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underatanding o~ the information needed ••• and insights to 
guide the development of a comprehenaive atrateqy ••• • 
(Natriello, McDill, Pallas, 1990, p. 137). 
Clearly, the need for careful research evidence of ••condary 
programs ia apparent. 
Successful Individual Programs. A variety of specific programs 
have been attempted to help at risk atudents. Transformation of 
an inner city elementary school in Loa Angeles County occurred 
through the application of four assumptions. In brief, these 
assumptions are: 1) Children are proficient language users. 2) 
~arning languages should occur in rich settings: these can De 
the regular classrooms. 3) Language development can be ~onitored 
through observations in authentic settings. 4) Parents are 
interested and can be partners in their children's education. 
Instruction was organized using whole language methodology with 
intensive staff development featuring demonstrations, 
observations, coaching and study groups. This effort is 
described as a program that challenged teachers to question and 
restructure their beliefs, attitudes, and practices. A rise in 
achievement test scores has been shown over a three year period 
(Flores, cousin, and Diaz, 1991). 
The Comprehensive Education Reform Act in Nashville, Tennessee 
provided mathematics students as tutors for students in an inner-
city high school who had failed the state competency test in 
12 
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•athematica. A year later the experimental achool had a greater 
vain than any other metropolitan Nashville hi9h achool in the 
number of atudenta who passed the .competency teat (Bain and 
Achilles, 1986). 
Reading Recovery, a program baaed on a New Zealand model for 
beginning instruction, has shown achievement results that have 
persisted over a three year period. Teachers involved in the 
program have special training and work with children individually 
for approximately 20 weeks. The ••••ion focuses on the child's 
strengths and immerses the child in reading and writing rather 
than focusing on a~ills. The purpose of the program is to 
" ••• help children simultaneously use or orchostrate a broad range 
of strategies ••• "(Pinnell, 1989, p. 166). The children learn to 
read by reading while the teacher works"··· alongside the 
child ••• looking for the teachable moment, offering constant 
encouragement ••• and letting the child know when he or she is 
doing well" (Pinnell, 1989, p. 166). There is a structured daily 
lesson that is designed to support, not supplant, the regular 
classroom work in reading. 
Success for All is another program designed for be~inning reading 
instruction. It involves the use of reading teachers in two 
ways. Reading teachers provide one-to-one tutoring for 20 minute 
periods. During 90 minute reading/language arts periods, reading 
teachers help to reduce class size, thus allowing a teacher and a 
13 
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group ot students te use the entire period for instruction, 
reducing the amount of time •pent in ••atwork. The enviro~ent 
ia rich in the supply of trade books available and each class 
period is spent first reading literature to the child, followed 
by language development, cooperative reading and writihg which 
includes learning activities built around atory atructure, 
prediction, summarization, vocabulary, decoding practic~, and 
story-related writing. Children are assiqred 20 minutes of 
choice reading for homework. success for All was evaluated in 
seven schools in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Berlin, Ma~land. 
S~udents outperformed matched control students 
Xarweit, Dolan, and Wasik, 1991). 
(Slavin, Madden, 
considering efforts which show minimal or no achievement results 
(3bility grouping, pull-out programs, retention, reducinq class 
size), it is well to reflect on the qualities of the programs 
sho~ing success. They provide early intervention with beginning 
readers: they focus on the abilities of the students, rather than 
on their deficits: and they provide much direct instruction 
involved with holistic approaches to reading, writing, and 
language development, rather than attempting to teach highly 
specific skills ·subsumed within the reading process. 
Overall, the results of the literature review indicate a ~eed to 
look at the kind of {nstruction that is provided more than the 
organization of schools and students. That is, altering the 
14 
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instructional approach in the reqular classroom appears to have 
greater benefit• than trying to relocate the children or 
reorganize the achool atructure via auch atrategies as grouping, 
pull-out programs, or retention in grade. 
' 
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D'l'BODOLOGY 
The reaearch described herein i• a further analyaia of data 
generated through the Phi Delta Kappa study of Students at Risk. 
~he original study involved the collection of information from 
276 schools at the elementary, middle, and high achool levels in 
87 communities nationwide. Two hundred aaventy-six principals 
were interviewed and 9,652 teachara were aurveyed. Data were 
also collected in regard to 22,018 student• (the original design 
specified 100 randomly selected students from each of the 
participating schools) • For further information 1·eqarding the 
methodology of the overall study, the reader is referred to the 
• 
following text: Frymier, Jack R., A Study of Students at Risk; 
Collaborating to do Research, Bloomington, IN: Phi Delta Xappa, 
1989. 
The further analysis reported here involves variables from each 
of the three primary sources: the principal, teacher, and student 
data. Following is a description of the created variables and 
th~ir data source. 
The principal and teacher data were accessed to provide 
information as to school personnel behavior and attitudes on five 
operationally defined factors: 
- efficacy: the extent to which school personnel use and 
believe in 30 strategies for use with at ri students. 
Examples of strategies include: smaller classes, peer 
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tutoring, apecial ~ ~books, flexible achedulinq, referral 
to a aocial worker, ~fter achool programs C••• Appendix 
A). 
-influence over atudents• in-achool behavior (IIN): the 
extent to which achool personnel believe they are able to 
influence student's skill and attitude development in 
areas such as reading comprehension, aathematics, writing, 
higher order thinking, and attitude toward school (see 
Appendix B). 
-characteristics of out of school problems (COUT): the 
extent to which school personnel believe that students in 
their school are confronted with situations such as 
substance abuse, family discord, and crime (see Appendix 
C). 
-influence over students• out-of-school problems (IOUT): 
the extent to which school personnel believe it is 
possible for them to help with students• out of school 
problems (see Appendix D). 
-responsibility for out-of-school problems (ROUT): the 
extent to which school personnel believe they are 
responsible for helping students cope with out-of-school 
problems (see Appendix E). 
The student data base was accessed to create two variables. One 
is an indicator of the extent of schocl effort for at risk 
students, and the other is an indicator of the severity of the 
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student population as regards to beinq at risk. The effort 
variable is based on how frequently 13 strateqiea were actually 
employed with the randomly aelected atudenta from each of the 276 
participating schools (aee Appendix F). The at risknesa of the 
atudent population ia based on information -about those students• 
lives -- specifically how they stand in reqard to 45 factors 
assumed · to contribute to being at hiqh risk for f~ilure (see 
Appendix G). 
The first staqe of the analysis of data in this study is the 
reporting of information on each of the survey and interview 
items which comprised the operationally defined variables used in 
the study. The second stage is the comparative analyses of these 
variables. 
The research question for the comparative analysis is: How do 
school personnel that are in four categories of schools ( 1- high 
risk/high effort; 2- high risk/low effort; 3- low risk/high 
effort: and 4- low risk/low effort) compare in terms of their 
views on: 
- efficacy: their belief in and use of special strategies 
for helping at risk youth 
- IIN: their perceived influence over stu~ent skill and 
attitude development 
- COUT: the extent to which they perceive their students 
face out-of-school problems 
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- lOUT: the extent to which they believe it is possible to 
help stu4ants with out-of-achool problema 
- ROUT: the extent to which they believe it is their 
responsibility to help with their students' out-of-achool 
problems 
Stated as such, the variables explored in this study were: 
~chool Description Variables: 
- effort: extent of effort expended on behalf of at risk 
students 
- at riskness: extent to which the student population is at 
risk 
School Personnel Attitu~e Variables; 
- efficacy: belief in and use of special strategies for at 
risk students 
- IIN: perceived influence over student skill and attitude 
development 
- COUT: perceived extent to which students face out-of-
school problems 
- lOUT: perceived influence over students• out-of-school 
problems 
- ROUT: perceived responsibility fo~ helping students cope 
with out-of-school problems 
The initial step in the statistical analysis was to categorize 
schools on the basis of the two school description variables into 
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one of four possible groups: 
Group 1 • a high percentag•' of at risk students, high 
effort• expanded on behalf of at riak •tudents 
Group 2 • a high percentage of at ri•k students, low efforts 
expended on behalf of at risk student• 
aroup 3 • a low percentage of at ri•k •tudents, high efforts 
expended on behalf of at risk students 
Group 4 • a low percentage of at risk students, low efforts 
expended on behalf of at risk students 
Next, a aeries of analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were 
conducted. These tests compared the attitudes of the principals 
from the four categories of schools on the five previously 
specified variables (efficacy, liN, COUT, lOUT, and ROUT). A 
second series of ANOVA tests were also conducted comparing the 
attitudes of the teachers from the four categories of schools on 
these same variables. 
The principal data base was used in its entirety because of its 
smaller size (Ns276). That is, when grouped into the four 
categories of schools, a cell size nearing 30 was desired. The 
teacher data base, however, being much larger, was subdivided 
such that only the extreme cases were used, rather than all 
cases. For the teacher data, therefore, only those schools in 
the lower and upper quartiles of at riskness of the student 
population and extent of effort expended on behalf of at risk 
20 
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students were included in the analysis. 
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The findings of thi• atudy are organized into the following three 
categories: l) a deacription of the population of respondents, 
2) the reporting of the descriptive •tatiatics on individual 
items from which the created variable• vera developed, and 3) a 
reporting of the results of the inferential atatiatical analyses 
comparing the four achool description categories on each of the 
five personnel attitude variables. 
Population Description 
As indicated previously, the total population of principals in 
this study was 276. The responses of 254 principals were 
included in this analysis. The di .stribution of principals by 
level was fairly even: elementary (85), junior high/middle level 
(79), and high school (90). The statistical analyses for the 
principals included the total group. 
The teacher respondent group totalled 9,~52 wi~h 22 percent at 
the elementary level, 30 percent at the junior high/middle level, 
and 48 percent at the high school level. The statistical 
analyses for the teachers used extreme cases only, with the 
resulting total population of 2,272. The breakdo~. by level for 
the extreme cases of teachers included 21 percent elementary 
teachers, 25 percent junior high/middle level teachers, and 53 
percent high school teachers. 
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The atudent data baae was incluaive of all •types" of atudents -
both at risk and non-at riak atudenta. The original methodology 
apecified a random aelection of 100 atudenta from certain grades 
of the participating schools' roster (fourth gradera, aeventh 
graders, and tenth graders). ~he total atudent population 
included in the study was 22,018. At the elementary level there 
were 6,173 fourth graders, at the junior high level there were 
7,762 seventh graders, and at the aenior high level there were 
7,417 tenth graders. 
The schools which participated in this study were from across the 
• United States, and represented a mix of urban, s \burban, and · 
rural communities. 
Results of the Xn4ivi4ual Items 
The descriptive statistics for each of the items which comprise 
the seven variables being examined in this study are presented in 
Tables l through 7. 
[Insert Tables 1 - 7 about here) 
Efficacy CTables lA-B)_. The efficacy variable is based upon the 
use of a~d belief in 30 specia~ strategies for helping at risk 
youth. The strategies which teachers indicate they use most 
often are: notify/confer with parents (95/94t), thinki~g skills 
(86l), more time on basic skills (B4t), and individualized 
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inntruction (79\). The atrategiea which teachers believe are 
•oat uaeful are: individualize instruction (91\), •maller 
classes (86\), •ore time on basic akill• (86\), apecial teachers 
(85\), and special education (85\). 
The principals use the following •trategies regularly: apecial 
education (84\), •pecial teachers (84\), and confer with parents 
(76\). They believe the most effective strategies are: special 
teachers (91\J, •pecial education (87\), individualized 
instruction (85\), and smaller classes (82\). 
• The strategies used least often by teachers are: eliminate art 
and music and say "leave at 16." The strategies used least often 
by principals are: eliminate art and music, retain in grade, 
place in low groups, say "leave at 16." 
liN CTable 2). Principals tended to rate influence over 
students• skill and attitude development higher than did 
teachers. The principals rated general behavior and mathematics 
skill development as those over which they had the most 
influence. They believed they had the least influence over 
completion of homework. The teachers believed they had the most 
influence over attention in class, followed by that of listening 
skills. Teachers rated their influence lowest in the areas of 
mathematics skills and daily attendance. 
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QQUT CTable 3). Teachers tended aore than principals to indicate 
that the students are confronted by out-of-school problema. Both 
teacher• and principal• rated family di•cord and in•tability 
problems higher, and crime problems lower. 
IQQT (Table fl. Principals appear to have higher expectations 
than teachers regarding the possibility of helping students cope 
with their out-of-school problems. However, principals and 
teachers both felt they were best able to help in the area of 
substance and alcohol abuse problems, and least able to help in 
the areas of family ~stability and crime. 
ROUT CToble Sl. Again, principals ~eel aore responsible than 
teachers for helping students with out-of-school problems. And 
again, the areas in which school personnel feel most responsible 
for helping are substance and alcohol abuse. 
Thirteen Strategies CTable 6l. The "special" strategies used 
most frequently with all students are computerized instruction 
(60%) and opportunities for parental involvement (37\). The next 
most frequently used strategies are flexible scheduling (29\), 
extra basic skills instruction (28\), and individualized 
instruction (27\). Strategies employed least frequently are 
referral to a psychologist (11\) and referral to special 
education (12%). 
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Extent of At Riatness CTable 7). Hiqhliqhta from the data on the 
randomly aelected 22,018 •tudenta reqardinq the forty five 
.factors contributinq to at riskness are offered here (Frymier, 
1989): 
- only 55t of the children live with their real aother and 
father 
- approximately one in seven students has been retained in 
qrade 
- 42t of the students do not participate in extracurricular 
activities 
- about 12' of the students are estimated to have a negative 
• 
or very neqative self esteem, while 2Bt have a •so-so/in 
between• self esteem, and 43' have a positive or very 
positive aelf-esteem (no ~stimate is qiven for the 
remaining 17t) 
- 22t of the students have changed schools during the past 
year 
- one-third to one-fourth of all the students can be 
considered at risk in that they evidence six or more of 
the 45 factors that contribute to at riskness 
- in many c_asl9s school personnel do not have information on 
students ln regard to these factors contributing to at 
riskness 
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Some atudenta are •at riak.• Being •at rlak• aeana 
being likely to fail at achool or evan at life. When you have 
atudenta who are at riak, which of the following atrategiea do 
you regularly use. Al5o indicate boy affectiye each atroteqy is. 
Rate the effectiveneaa of ~very atrateqy, even if you do not use 
it ·regularly. 
smaller classes 
computerized instruction 
special teachers 
peer tutoring 
retain in grade 
special education 
vocational courses 
alternative achool 
special study skills 
special textbooks 
place in low group 
coping skills 
flexible scheduling 
individualize instruction 
home tutoring 
assign extra homework 
thinking akills 
restrict from sports 
refer to psychologist 
refer to aocial worker 
confer with parents 
•ore time on basic akills 
elimin~te art and •usic 
notify parents 
Chapter I program 
teacher aides 
say •leave at 16" 
before school programs 
after school programs 
summer school program 
po You po lhia 
l•;ularly'l 
Yes 
48.5 
23.6 
66.5 
63:2 
44.3 
72.8 
49.5 
37.2 
68.5 
48.3 
54.7 
67.4 
48.5 
79.1 
24.0 
22.7 
85.9 
33.3 
59.4 
53.6 
94.2 
84.2 
6.0 
95.0 
49.4 
47.5 
10.0 
23.7 
41.8 
56.5 
27 
31 
No 
51.5 
76.4 
33.5 
36.8 
55.7 
27.2 
50.5 
62.8 
31.5 
51.7 
45.3 
32.6 
51.5 
20.8 
76.0 
77.3 
14.1 
66.7 
40.6 
46.4 
5.8 
15.8 
94.0 
5.0 
50.6 
52.5 
iO.O 
76.3 
58.2 
43.5 
Boy lfftctiye 
%1 It? 
Not 
Very 
13.!) 
49.8 
15.2 
19.6 
51.7 
15.6 
20.5 
31.1 
16.8 
29.2 
44.5 
17.6 
31.0 
9.2 
37.7 
73.9 
16.7 
61.4 
29.2 
30.3 
19.1 
13.6 
90.4 
21.1 
32.7 
22.5 
84.8 
53.0 
37.9 
29.2 
Very 
86.5 
5'0 .• 2 
84.8 
80.4 
48.3 
84.8 
79.5 
68.8 
83.1 
70.8 
55.5 
82.4 
69.0 
90.8 
62.3 
26.1 
83.2 
38.5 
70.8 
69.6 
so. 7 
86.4 
9.6 
78.8 
67.2 
77.5 
15.1 
47.0 
62.1 
70.7 
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Some •tudenta are •at riak.• Baing •at rlet• aeans 
being likely to fail at achool or even at life. ~en you have 
atudenta who are at riak, which of the followin; atrate;iea do 
you regularly u1e. Alao indicate bow effective each wtrotegy ie. 
Rate the effectiveness of every •trateqy, even if you do ftot use 
it regularly. 
~2 12:Y ~2 IIlia l~l! lffl;tiXI 
ltqularly? Jl J\7 
Not 
Yes No Very Very 
smaller classes 60.1 39.9 17.9 82.1 
computerized instruction 39.3 60.7 38.1 61.9 
special teachers 83.6 16.4 8.7 91.3 
• peer tutoring 44.7 55.3 32.4 67-.6 
retain in grade 1.5 98.5 69.8 30.2 
special education 84.0 16.0 12.9 87.0 
vocational courses 42.6 57.4 26.6 '73.3 
alternative school 25.9 74.1 32.8 67.2 
special study skills 48.5 51.5 27.5 72.5 
epecial textbooks 47.1 52.9 34.3 65.8 
place in low group 1.1 98.9 48.7 51.2 
coping skills 53.0 47.0 22.9 77.2 
flexible acheduling 43.3 56.7 29.5 70.5 
individualize instruction 71.2 26.8 15.0 85.1 
home tutoring 21.7 78.3 46 ... 8 53.2 
assiqn extra.homework 11.6 88.4 . 80.1 19.9 
thinking skills 49.4 50.6 27.7 72.3 
restrict from sports .4 99.6 53.8 46.1 
refer to psychologist 61.5 38.5 30.9 69.2 
refer to social worker 45.8 54.2 42.0 58.1 
confer with parents 75.9 24.1 23.8 76.1 
~ore time on basic skills 72.1 27.9 22.2 77.8 
eliminate art and music 
-
100.0 91.0 .9 
notify parents 71.3 28.7 29.2 70.8 
Chapter I program 61.7 38.3 21.2 78.7 
teacher aides 60.1 39.9 20.3 79.7 
say "leave at 16" .4 99.6 92.4 7.7 
before school programs 12.7 87.3 53.6 46.4 
after school programs 36.9 63.1 37.4 62.6 
summer school program 54.1 45.9 30.7 69.3 
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Bow much influence do you have over •tudents? 
(Ratinq scale: 1-4: 1 • not very much: 4 • great deal) 
Teachers Principals 
1. reading comprehension 2.5 3.2 
2. mathematics skills 2.3 3.4 
3. writing skills 2.6 3.3 
4. listening skills 3.0 3.0 
5. daily attendance 2.2 3.0 
6. general behavior in school 2.9 3.4 
7. attitude toward school 2.8 3.0 
e. completion of homework 2.6 2.7 
9. attention in class 3.2 3.1 
10. higher order thinking skills 2.7 2.9 
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MBAN RZBPOHSBS OF ~EACBBRS AND .RIHCIPALB OM ~ COUT ITEMS 
Are your students confronted •ore or less than atudenta at most 
other achools with the problems liat~d below? 
(Rating acale: 1-5; 1 • less; 5 • more) 
Teachers Principals 
1. substance abuse 3.0 2.7 
2. family discord 3.5 3.3 
3. family instability 3.6 3.3 
4. crime 2.8 2.5 
s. alcohol abuse 3.3 3.1 
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~ULB 4 
MEAN RBSPOHSIS OP ~BACBBRS &HD PRINCIPALS OH ~ lOUT JTIMS 
Is it possible for you to help your •tud,~ts cope with these 
problems? 
(Rating scale: 1-4: 1 • definitely no: 4 • definitely yes) 
Teachers Principals 
1. substance abuse 2.6 3.2 
2. family discord 2.3 2.8 
3. family instability 2.2 2.6 
4. . 2.2 2.7 c1·1.me 
s. alcohol abuse 2.5 3.1 
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How responsible do you feel for helping atudents cope with these 
p~oblems? 
(Rating scale: 1-4: 1 • no~ at all: 4 • very) 
Teachers Principals 
1. substance abuse 2.7 3.4 
2. family discord 2.4 3.0 
3. family instability 2.4 2.9 
4. crime 2.4 3.0 
5. alcohol abuse 2.6 3.4 
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The percentage of atudents for each response option for 13 
strategies which may be used with at risk atudents. 
1. Was this •tudent placed in a cla•a that was smaller than 
typical for ~nstructional purposes? 
no 72.8 
yes 16.5 
don•t know 10.7 
2. Has this student been provided computerized instruction 
opportunities? 
no 28.8 
yes 59.7 
dr.,•t know 11.5 
3. Has this student been referred to special education for 
diagnosis or instruction? 
no 77.6 
yes 12.1 
don't know 10.2 
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4. Baa thia atudent been placed in a low qroup or lower track 
cour•es? 
no 71.9 
yes 18.3 
don't know 9.8 
5. Has the school provided individualized instr~ction to this 
student? 
no 62.0 
yes 27.0 
~on•t know 11.0 
6. H~s the school provided flexible scheduling for this 
st\:dent? 
no 61.3 
yes 28.8 
don't know 10.0 
7. Has the school provided tutoring or other special assistance 
to this student? 
no 67.1 
yes 21.7 
dontt know 11.2 
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a. Has the achool provided extra homework for this student? 
no 69.8 
yes 15.9 
don't know 14.3 
9. Has the school provided extra opportunities for parental 
involvement for this student? 
no 48.7 
yes 37.5 
don't know 13.~ 
10. Has the school provided extra instruction in the basic 
skills for this student? 
no 60.2 
yes 27.8 
don't know 12.0 
11. Has the school referred this child to the psychologist or 
for other special services? 
no 76.6 
yes 10.6 
don't know 12.8 
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12. Has the achool provJ.ded apecial instructional JDaterial• to 
this student? 
no 65.9 
yes 22.2 
don't know 10.9 
13. Has the school provided special teachers for this student? 
no 69.3 
yes 19.7 
don't know 11.1 
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The percentage of atudents for each response option of the 45 
variables hypothesized to contribute t .. .,wards at riskness are 
presented below. 
1. Father's occupation 
professional 15.4 
manager, technician 15.2 
skilled labor 26.8 
unskilled labor 12.6 
househusband .3 
unemploye~ 4.4 
don't know 25.3 
2. Father's level of education 
did not qraduate from high school 7.7 
graduated from high schoo~ only 19.6 
finished 1-3 years postsecondary 7.8 
graduated from college 9.8 
' did post-graduate work 5.4 
don't know 49.7 
~11 
3. Mother'• occupation 
profeasional 11.1 
manager, technician 8.9 
skilled laborer 17.8 
unskilled laborer 14.1 
housewife 24.1 
unemployed 5.4 
don't know 18.6 
4. Mother's level of education 
did not graduate from high school 8.3 
graduated from high school only 23.8 
finished 1-3 years postsecondary 9.8 
graduated from college 9.3 
did post-graduate work 3.5 
don't know 45.4 
5. N\llhber of siblings 
none 9.9 
one 28.7 
two 22.9 
three 12.2 
four oz- more 10.5 
don't know 15.7 
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6. Position in family 
only child 11.9 
eldest 25.8 
middle 18.1 
youngest 26.1 
don't know 18.1 
7. Siblings who dropf. ed c .. ..~t of school 
none 64.2 
one 2.8 
two .7 
three .3 
four or more .2 
don't know 31.7 
8. Family grouping 
real mother, real father 55.4 
real mother, step father 4.9 
step mother, real father 2.3 
real mother only 16.3 
real father only 2.1 
extended family 3.0 
foster parents .8 
institution .l 
don't know 10.1 
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9. Language used most in the home 
English 91.3 
Spanish 3.3 
Asian .9 
European .2 
Other .s 
Don't know 3.8 
10. Estimate of psrents' attitudes toward education 
very negative 1.4 
negative 3.5 
so-so/in-between 17.9 
positive 31.9 
very positive 24.6 
don't know 20.7 
11. Area or community in which the student resides 
rural 18.0 
small town 19.7 
small city 26.7 
suburban 15.4 
me~ · ·t_~~n 10.4 
inner city urban 7.7 
don't know 2.1 
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12. Number of achool• attended by the atudent during pa•t five 
years (including this year) 
one 
two 
three 
four 
five or more 
don't know 
28.1 
35.6 
21.8 
5.5 
3.1. 
5.9 
13. student's scores on norm-referenced atandardized achievement 
tests in reading 
below 20th percentile 9.4 
between 21st and 40th percentile 16.0 
-'· .etween 41st and 60th percentile 22.1 
between 61st and 80th percentile 19.8 
over 80th percentile 19.0 
don't know 13.6 
14. Student's scores on norm-referenced intelligence or aptitude 
test 
below 80 2.7 
81 to 90 6.6 
91 to 110 21.6 
111 to 120 10.8 
above 120 6.7 
don't know 51.6 
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15. Number of couraes failed laat achool year (1987) 
none 76.3 
one 7.2 
two 3.7 
three 2.1 
four 3.2 
don't know 7.5 
16. Age relative to other students in •ame qrade level 
two years younger than othera 1.2 
one year younger than others 3.0 
same age as others 75.2 
one year older than others 13.5 
two years older than others 2.8 
don't know 4.3 
17. Number of times this student has been retained in grade 
(i.e., held ba~k) 
never 78.0 
one 12.3 
two 1.9 
three or more .2 
don't know 7.5 
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18. Number of days atudent was absent during the 1987-88 school 
year 
10 or less 66.4 
11 to 20 15.3 
21 to 30 3.9 
31 to 40 1.4 
41 or more 1.6 
don't know 11.4 
19. Number of times student was suspended during the 1987-88 
school year (in-school or out-of-school auspension) 
none 79.7 
one 3.3 
two 1.2 
three .6 
four or more .8 
don't know 14.4 
20. Number of times student was expelled during the 1987-88 
school year 
none 86.8 
one .4 
two .1 
don't know 12.8 
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21. Number of extra-curricular activit!•• (i.e., achool 
8ponsored) in which student currently participates 
none 42.1 
one 21.0 
two 9.4 
three 3.8 
four or more 2.5 
don't know 21.2 
22. Teacher's estimate of the student's •ense of self esteem 
very negative 2.8 
negative 9.5 
so-so/in-between 27.5 
positive 31.9 
very positive 11.5 
don't know 16.8 
23. Average grades student received last year 
F 2.8 
D 10.3 
c 30.2 
' B 33.5 
A 15.8 
don't know 7.4 
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24. Has the atudent been diaqnoaed aa being in a apecial 
education category? 
no 
learning disabled 
mentally retarded 
physically handicapped 
deaf 
blind 
other 
don't know 
82.8 
6.4 
.s 
.2 
.1 
.o 
2.7 
7.3 
2 5. Has the student change·d his o,. her place of residence dur.ing 
the past year? 
no 
yes 
don't know 
73.6 
15.7 
10.6 
26. Has the student changed the school that he or she attends 
during the past year? 
no 71.8 
yes 22.7 
don't know 5.5 
45 
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27. Has either of the student•• parents had a aajor change in 
health status during the past year? 
no 
yes 
don't know 
61.3 
4.0 
34.7 
28. Has the student had either a father or mother die during the 
past year? 
72.3 
yes .9 
don't know 26.8 
29. Did a parent attempt suicide during the past year? 
no 61.2 
yes .4 
don't know 38.4 
30. Did a parent lose his or her job during the past year? 
no 59.3 
yes 3.9 
don't know 36.8 
46 
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31. Did the atudent'• parents 90 through a divorce or separation 
during the paat year? 
no 65.1 
yes 
don't know 28.1 
32. Did the student have a close friend who died during the past 
year? 
no 
yes 
don't know 
60.0 
4.5 
35.5 
33. Did the student experience a serious illness or accident 
during the past year? 
no 67.6 
yes 3.2 
don't know 29.2 
34. Did a brother or sister die during the past year? 
no 71.1 
yes .5 
don't know 28.4 
\l 
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35. Was the student dropped from an athletic team during the 
past year? 
no 70.6 
yes 1.3 
don't know 28.1 
36. Did thP. student attempt suicide during the past year? 
no 70.3 
yes .8 
don't know 28.9 
37. Did a pregnancy occur during the past year? 
no 77.6 
yes .6 
don't know 21.9 
38. Is there evidence that the student has been using drugs or 
engaged in substance abuse of any kind during the past year? 
no 
yes 
don't know 
48 
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39. Is there evidence that the student has been selling or 
"pushing" drugs of any kind durinq the past year? 
no 76.1 
yes .6 
don't know 23.3 
40. Is there evidence that anybody in the family has been using 
drugs or engaged in substance abuse of any kind during the 
past year? 
no 64.8 
yes 3.4 
don't know 31.8 
41. Is there evidence that the student has been drinking alcohol 
~uring the past year? 
no 71.8 
yes 4.5 
don't know 23.7 
42. Is there evidence that either parent drank excessively or 
was an alcoholic during the past year? 
no 62.9 
yes 3.6 
don't know 33.5 
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43. Is there evidence that the student was arrested for driving 
while intoxicated during the past year? 
no 76.0 
yes .2 
don't know 23.8 
44. Is there evidence that the student was arrested or convicted 
for any illegal activity during the past year? 
no 76.1 
yes 1.3 
don't know 22.6 
45. Is there evidence that the student was abused, sexually or 
physically, during the past year? 
no 71.9 
yes 1.8 
don't know 26.3 
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Reaulta of the Comparative ADalyaea 
Table a is a summary of the results of the 30 ANOVAs conducted 
which compare the attitudes of school personnel from the four 
categories of schools (1- high risk/high eff~rt; 2- high risk/low 
effort; 3- low risk/high effort; 4- low risk/low effort) on the 
five school personnel attitude variables. Each of the full ANOVA 
tables is included in the appendix. 
[Insert Table 8 about here] 
The outcomes of the analyses follow: 
1) Personnel from the four categories of schools do not 
differ in their mean ~icacy scores for either the 
teacher or principal groups. 
2) Personnel from the four categories of schools do not 
differ in their mean liN score with the exception that the 
high school teachers' subgroup varied as follows: 
- the high risk, high effort schools were 
sig~ificantly different from both the high risk, low 
effort schools and the low risk, low effort schools. 
The high risk, low effort schools were statistically 
significantly different from the low risk, high 
effort schools and the low risk, low effort schools. 
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TABLE 8 • ltnul t1 Of Anovas C~rlng Four Groupa of Schoolr By Ffve Attf tude Yarteblee •• p YllW Provtded 
DATA BASE N EFFICACY liN COOT lOOT ROOT 
P-1 85 o.41n 0.8818 0.0000 •• 0.2497 0.5906 
P-2 79 0.2279 o. 7~00 0.0118 •• 0.2397 0.5919 
P·3 90 0.2980 o. 2630 0.0770 0.8591 0.7597 
T·1 486 0.5D32 0.0642. 0.0000 •• 0.2484 0.0019 •• 
T-2 580 0.3980 0.3690 0.0000 •• 0.0045 •• 0.0089 •• 
T-3 1206 0.0045. 0.0002 •• 0.0000 •• 0.3532 0.5009 
EXPLANATORY NOTES (FULL AMaYA TABLES IN APPENDIX) 
GROUPS OF SCHOOLS FIVE ATTITUDE VARIABLES 
Group 1 • Hfgh rfsk ltudents, htgh efforts expended 
Group 2 • Htgh rtsk atudents, low effort• expended 
Group 3 • Low rhk ltUdentl, hfgh efforts expended 
Group 4 • Low rhk ltudentl, low efforts expended 
Efficacy • Btlftf In and uae of 1pect1l str1tegt .. for helptn~ It rtak youth 
DATA BASE 
P • Prfncfpels 
T • Teechers 
1 • Elet~entery 
2 • Jr. High/Mf~l• 
3 • Sr. High 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
GROOPS 
II N • tnf luence over student 1ktl l end Itt f tude dewl~t 
COUT • Extent to Nhich 1tudent1 fece out-of•echool probl ... 
lOUT • Extent to Nhlch tt ts poasfble to help ltudents whh 
out ·of ·school probleN 
ROUT ~ Extent of responsfbiltty for helping wtth students• 
out-of-school probl~ 
*No Two Groups Sfgniftcently ~tfferent At .05 level 
**Differences Between Groups lndfcated Below at the .05 level 
P-1, COUT 
P-2, COUT 
T-1, COUT 
T-1, ROUT 
T-2, COUT 
T-2, lOUT 
T-2, •our 
T·3, liN 
T·3, COUT 
GROUPS 1 &3, 1 &4, 2&4 
GROUPS 1&4 
GROUPS 1&2, 1&3, 1&4, 2&3, 2&4 
GROUPS 1&4 
GROUPS 1&2, 1&3, 1&4, 2&3, 2&4 
GRWPS 3&4 
GRWPS 1&3 
GROUPS 1&2, 1&4, 2&3, 2&4 
CROUPS 1&2, 1&4, 2&3, 2&4 
N 
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3) There were significant differences between the four 
school categories on kQY~ means for. most of the teacher 
and principal groups at the different grade levels. In 
fact, all of the groups were signific~ntly different 
except for the high school principals. The other 
subgroups differed as follows: 
- the elementary and middle level teachers subgroups 
both differed within their own level in that the 
high risk. high effort schools were different from 
all the other categories of schools, and the high 
risk, low effort schools were different from all 
the other categories of schools. 
- the high school teachers subgroup differed in that 
the high risk, high effort schools differed from 
the high risk, low effort schools and ~he low 
risk, low effort schools. They also differed in 
that the high risk, low effort schools were 
significantly different from the low risk, high 
effort schools and the low risk, low effort 
schools. 
- the elementary principals subgroup differed in 
that the high risk, high effort schools were 
different from the low risk, low effort and the 
low risk, high effort schools. In addition, the 
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high risk, low effort schools differed from the 
low risk, low effort schools. 
- the middle level principals subgroup differed as a 
group in that the high risk, high effort schools 
differed from the low risk, low effort schools. 
4) The schools generally did not differ in their mean lOUT 
scores except that the middle level teachers subgroup 
differed as follows: 
- the low risk, high effort schools varied from the 
low risk, low effort schools. 
5) The schools generally did not differ in their relationship 
to ROUT except that: 
- the elementary teachers subgroup differed in that 
the high risk, high effort schools were different 
from the low risk, low effort schools, and 
- the middle level teachers subgroup differed in 
that the high risk, high effort schools were 
different from the low risk, high effort schools. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
The conclusions from this study follow. 
Based Upon the Literature Review 
1) There are a variety of strategies commonly used to address 
problems of at risk students which do not appear to be 
helpful -- retention, pull-out programs, ability grouping. 
2) Altering the instructional approach within the regular 
classroom may be more effective than relocating the 
student or reorganizing the school structure. 
Based Upon the Educator Suryey and Interview Results 
3) Educators believe the more effective strategies for 
helping at risk students include: 
- working with parents 
- emphasizing thinking skills 
- emphasizing basic skills 
- individualizing instruction 
4) Educators would like to be able to use smaller classes, 
special teachers, and special education more frequently. 
5) Principals recognize that retention in grade, encour _ing 
dropping out, and eliminating art and music are not useful 
strategies. 
6) Teachers recognize that eliminating art and music and 
encouraging dropping out are not useful activities. 
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7) Principals tend to believe they have greater influence 
over students in-school behavior and out-of-school 
problems than do teachers. Principals also feel more 
responsibility to help with out-of-school problems than do 
teachers. 
8) Teachers are more likely to believe their students face 
out-of-school problems to a greater extent than do 
principals. 
9) Educators believe they are more able to help students in 
the area of alcohol/substance abuse, and are less able to 
help in the areas of family instability and crime. 
Based Upon Student Data 
10) strategies that appear to be used most frequently are: 
- computerized instruction 
- parental involv~ment 
- extra basic skills 
- flexible scheduling 
11) One-third to one-fourth of all students can be considered 
at risk. 
Based Upon the Comparative Analyses of the Four categories of 
Schools 
12) There does not appear to be a relationship between at 
riskness of the student population, efforts expended for 
at risk students, and belief in and use of special 
strate~ies (efficacy). 
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13) There is little evidence of a relationship between at 
riskness of the student population and efforts expended 
for at risk students with~ 
- influence over in-school behavior (liN) 
- influence over out-of-school problems (lOUT) 
- responsibility for helping students with out-of-
school problems (ROUT). 
14) There does appear to be a relationship between at 
riskness of the student population, efforts expended for 
at risk students, and characteristics of out-of-school 
problems (COUT). Most of the differences are between 
high risk and low risk schools, which would be expected. 
However, there are also differences between low effort 
and high effort schools. 
15) overall, most of the differences noted are associated 
with the COUT variable (characteristics of out-of-school 
problems). Most of the differences are between high risk 
schools and low risk schools, but there are also 
differences within the high risk schools on the basis of 
efforts expended for the at·risk population. 
One of the most interesting findings in the study was conclusion 
#4 ! ·,1di C.3~ ~ the surveyed educators wished to use special 
tee. ial education more fre~ently as a strategy with 
.s. Since such strategies t~nd to relocate or 
reorganize the school structure, they may be in conflict with 
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findings from the literature review which suggest that such 
strategies are relatively ineffective. 
Another interesting finding in the study was the difference found 
between the perceptions of teachers and principals related to 
their influence over their students' out-of-school problems. The 
results showed that the educator closest to the studert (i.e. the 
teacher) felt less control over the students' out-of-school 
problems. In addition, teachers felt less responsibility than 
principals for dealing with those problems. Such a contrast is 
worthy of further study, and might include exploring differences 
in education and experience. 
It is apparent that the at riskness of students is a relevant 
concern to educators, since it was found that one-third to one-
fourth of the student subjects met six or more of the criteria 
related to at riskness. Although th~ number of students 
consider~d at risk in the study was relatively high, it is 
interesting to note that the attitudes of personnel in the four 
school categories did not differ in regard to belief in and use 
of the special strategies. This would suggest that educators' 
beliefs in Rnd use of strategies are not related to the at 
1iskness of their students and the efforts they are expending on 
their behalf. Such a finding is a concern when considering that 
some of the strategies most referenced by educators are those not 
necessarily supported by resea~ch, such as relocating the 
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student. Little evidence was also round ror differences in 
perceived influence of in-school behavior, and perceived 
influence of out-of-school problems. 
The attitude variable which was most associated with differences 
among the four categories of schools, was the perceived extent to 
which students face out-of-school problems. This was expected, 
as most of the differences appeared between high risk and low 
risk schools. However, there were also differences between high 
risk schools, based on the efforts they expended for the at risk 
population. This would imply that a school's efforts toward 
helping students with out-of-school problems has a relationsh~p 
to perceptions of whether students can indeed by helped with such 
problems. More investigation in this area is needed to better 
clarify this relationship. Perhaps one way of encouraging 
educators to better understand the problems students face out-
of-school is to involve them in afforts to help students confront 
those problems. 
In conclusion, it is apparent that the perceptions of educators 
dealing with at risk students are varied, and not necessarily 
associated with the particular school situation in which they 
work. Many of the preferred strategies chosen by these 
educators, regardless of their school situation (such as removing 
the student to another class) are no longer supported in the 
research as effective tools for increasing the achievement of the 
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at risk student. 
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APP!:HDIZ A 
BPPICACY VARIABLB 
The efficacy variable was created based . compiling the 
re~ponses to the following items. 
Some students are "at risk." Being at risk means being likely 
to fail at school or even at life. When you have students who 
are at risk, which of the following strategies do you regularly 
use? Also indicate how effective each strategy is. R~te the 
effectiveness of every strategy, even if you do not use it 
regularly. 
Do you do this regularly? Is it effective? 
Yes No Yes No 
NOTE: Points were added only when the response was "Yes, I do it 
regularly," and "Yes, it's effective." 
1. smaller class size 
2. computerized instruction 
3. special teachers 
4. peer tutoring 
5. retain in grade (reverse scoring) 
6. special education 
7. vocational courses 
a. alternative school 
9. special study skills 
65 
10. special textbooks 
11. place in low group (reverse scoring) 
12. emphasize coping skills 
13. flexible scheduling 
14. individualize instruction 
15. home tutoring 
16. extra homework 
17. emphasize thinking skills 
18. restrict from sports (reverse scoring) 
19. refer to psychologist 
20. refer to social worker 
21. confer with parents 
22. more time on basic skills 
23. eliminate art and music (reverse scoring) 
24. notify parents 
25. Chapter I program 
26. teacher a\des 
27. say "lea e at age 16" (reverse scoring) 
28. before school programs 
29. after school programs 
30. summer school programs 
' I ' 
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APPBHDIZ B 
IIN VARIABLB 
The IIN variable was created by totaling the responses to the 
following items: 
How much influence do you have over students?: 
Not very much Great deal 
1 2 3 4 
1. reading comprehension 
2. mathematics skills 
3. writing skills 
4. listening skills 
5. daily attendance 
6. general behavior in school 
7. attitude toward school 
8. completion of homework 
9. attention in class 
10. l1igher order thinking skills 
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APPENDIX C 
COUT VARIABLE 
The COUT variable was created by totalinq the responses to the 
following items: 
Below is a ljst of problems that students may be confronted with 
outside of school. In terms of the problems listed below, are 
your students confronted less or more than students at most other 
schools? Use the following scale: 
Less More 
1 2 3 4 5 
1. substance abuse 
2. family discord 
3. family instability 
4. crime 
5. alcohol abuse 
68 • ,j 
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APPBNDtZ D 
tOUT VARIULB 
The lOUT variable was created by totaling the responses to the 
following items: 
Is it possible for you to help your students cope with these 
problems? 
Definitely No Definitely Yes 
1 2 3 4 
1. subr;tance. abuse 
2. family discord 
3. family instability 
4. . cr1me 
5. alcohol abuse 
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APPBIIDIX B 
ROUT VARIABLB 
The ROUT variable was created by totaling the responses to the 
following items: 
How responsible de you feel for helping students cope with these 
problems? 
Not at all 
1 2 
1. substance abuse 
2. family discord 
3 • family instability 
4. . cr1.me 
5. alcohol abuse 
3 
Very 
4 
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THIRTEEN POTENTIAL STRATBGIBS POR USB WITH AT RISK STUDENTS 
1. Was this student placed in a class that was smaller than 
typical for instructional purposes? 
2. Has this student been provided computerized instruction 
opportunities? 
3. Has this student been referred to special education for 
diagnosis or instruction? 
4. Has this student been placed in a low group or lower track 
class? 
5. Has the school provided individualized instruction to thLs 
studP.nt? 
6. Has the school provided flexible scheduling for this 
studer:t? 
7. Has the school provided tutoring or other special assistance 
to this student? 
8. Has the school provided extra homework for this student? 
9. Has the school provided extra opportunities for parental 
involvement for this student? 
10. Has the school provided extra instruction in the basic 
skills for this student? 
11. Has the school referred this child to the psychologist or 
for other special services? 
12. Has the school provided special instructional materials to 
this student? 
I , ' ·. 
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13. Has the &~hool provided special teachers for this student? 
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&PPZIIDIZ G 
4 5 FACTORS UUTIIfCJ !'0 AT RIIDESS 
1. Father'a Ot;cupatlon 
3. Mother'a Occupation 
5. Number of Siblings 
7. Sibling Drop Outs 
1. Language Used 
1 1 • Type of Community 
13. Achievement 
15. Courses Fa11ed 
17. Reta•ned 
18. Suspended 
21. Extra-Curricular Activities 
23. Grades 
2 5. Chan· ' Residence 
27. Parent'l Health 
2 9. Parent IAHempt Suicide 
31. Dlvor~e/Separate 
33. Illness/Accident 
35. Dropped from Team 
37. Pregnancy 
39. Sella Drugs 
41. Student Alcohol 
• 
4 3. Drunk Drlvlng 
4 5. Abused 73 
2. Father'• Education 
4. Mother'a Education 
1. Poaltlon In Family 
8. Family Grouping 
1 D. ·parent's Attitudes 
1 2. Number of Schools 
14. Intelligence 
11. Age/Grade 
18. Absences 
20. Expelle.d 
22. Self-Esteem 
.· 
24. Special Ed 
. 26. Change Schools 
28. Death of Parent 
30. Parent Lost Job 
3 2. Death of Friend 
34. Death Sibling 
3 6. Attempt Suicide 
38. Uses Drugs 
40. Family/Drugs 
4 2. Parent Alcoholic 
44. Arr•ated 
APPIIIDIZ B 
BLBMBHTARY PIUIICIPALS' UOVU 
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BLBNBNTARY .RIHCIPALS - BPFICACY 
--~---- ----~--~~-ONE~AY-~----~-~~~--~~--
V1~i1bl1 EFFICACY 
8y V1r iab 1 e Pr.c 
SQ.J\tE 
lET~ &f\tlf'S 
MJTHIN &ROl*'S 
lOlA:. 
D.F. 
3 
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IWAI. YS IS OF \IAA lANCE 
~OF t£AN F f 
&QUAR£5 SQUAA£5 RATIO fROB. 
49.2920 16.4307 .9S78 .4177 
1183.6943 17 .1~5(1 
1232.98b3 
STAAIIAAD STAt~DARI• 
~'Ot1' COJt~T PlEA~ I£VlATlON ERROR 95 F'CT COtG' INT FOR t£At~ 
6~p 1 26 12.6923 4.27&0 .839(1 10.9644 TO 14.420:' 
6rp2 11 12.4545 4.5687 1.3775 9.38~3 10 15.5238 
6rp3 14 10.42&t 4.1642 I.UZ'i' 8.0242 10 12.8J29 
6rj:) ~ 22 12 .OOOC• 3.72Bi .7950 10.34bi TO 13.6533 
lOT~L 73 12.0137 4.1392 .4843 11 .04£'2 TO 12.9792 
I f lXEr' £j;f'ECTS ~JDEL 4.14l:f .4848 11.046t· TO 12 .9B~t 
~At.;[:Ot-: EFFECTS f'1Q[rEL .4848 10.4710 TO 13.5!i64 
hoo!::r~a~~ - l!ETwEEN COI"ir'~lEt\1 VAFilAf~:E IS ~&:.TIVE 
lT ltiAS F\Ef'i..AC£[1 l!~ 0.0 IN COMf'UT ING ABOVE AAN!IOM EFFt::TS 11EASII\ES 
f<ANDu"i EFFECi S l'iJDEL - ESTII'\ATE OF BETWEE,.. COMF'ONE~! VARIAt~:E -0.04~2 
6RtM' I'll ~ : ,..,Jt, I'IAX 1 MLIM 
6ro 1 3 .00(1(1 23.0000 
6rp 2 2.0(10(1 19 .00(1(1 
6rp 3 2.0001.1 1c.W0Ct 
6rp 4 2 .0(1(1•) lS,OOOO 
BLBMENTARY PRINCIPALS - IIN 
~-~~~-- -----~----ONEWAY------~---~--~--~ 
Yariabll liN 
ly Vari&b.ll PDK 
NW.TSIS OF VARIANCE 
lUI~ t£AN F F 
~'CE li.F. SQUAR£5 SQUARES RATIO Pf\1)8. 
IET.nN &ROLPS 3 18.0719 6.0240 .3090 .8188 
MITHI N 6f<(U'S 79 1540.3137 1Cf.4976 
TOTAL 82 1558.3855 
STANIIAR!t STANr&AAI• 
6RQUF· W.Jt\T I£ AN DEVIATION ERF\Ot; 95 PCT CON;:- I NT FOR t1EA~~ 
6rp 1 32 31.8750 ~.228e .9243 29 .'i899 TO 33.7601 
(;rp 2 14 32.7857 3.1422 .&398 30.'f714 TO 34.6000 
6rp3 14 32.5000 3.5027 .9361 30.477b TO 34.5224 
brp 4 23 ~2 .956~ 4.2Cf(i~ .BY4e 31.101~ TO ~.8118 
TOTAL 83 32.4337 4.~~·4 .4765 31.4EIE; TO 33.3856 
F IXEO EFFECTS PIJttU 4.4156 .4847 31 .469(1 TO 33.3985 
~At\~IQr. EFFECTS ..ODEL .4647 Jo.es 13 TO 33.9762 
·~RNING - BETWEEN COMPONENT VARIANCE IS t£GATIVE 
iT WAS f\EF'LACE[1 E<Y 0,(1 IN COMF'LfriNG At;OV£ F\ANI•Or. EFFECTS t'tEASURES 
AAN!t()r, EFFECTS t10DEL - ESTIMATE OF 8ETirJE£N COMr'ONENT VARIAt~~E -0.67f;6 
SROuF' I'IINIMi.JM MXIMLIM 
6rp 1 22 .000(1 40.0000 
6rp 2 27.0(1(1(1 37.000(1 
6r~. 3 27.001)(1 37 .Q(J(I~t 
6rp 4 26.0000 40.0000 
74 - B 
\) 
E~C 
\) 
E~C 
W1 'hi 'di' 
ZLJ:MZNTARY PRINCIPALS - COOT 
------- ----------ON£WAY·----------------Vl"l&ble tun 
ly V•ra&ble Pr.~ 
lnJRCE 
BET~ SROt.PS 
WITHIN SROIJP!• 
TOT A!.. 
Sf\OUF· cout.'T 
6rp 1 32 
6r~ ? 14 
6rp3 14 
6rp 4 2~· 
TOTAL 8~· 
[l.f. 
3 
81 
84 
t1EAN 
17.1875 
15.7143 
l2.~2Bb 
11.44(10 
14.470b 
Fl~ED EFFECTS MODEL 
f\Ar.~l[J~ EFFECTS MJ[IEL 
MAL YSIS or VARIANCE 
Gt.J1(J tiE AN F' F 
a\IARES SOUAA£S RATIO PROf!. 
MS.6558 tet.951q 9.8299 .0000 
1~99.'X!07 1S.510l 
2045.1765 
STANIIAAI• S':!·~D 
1.\-VIATION ~"RRQF\ 9S PCT CONF INT FOFi PlEAt; 
5.0~7:S -~~0 15.3b41 TO 19.0101f 
4 ,8/:~. 7 1.2900 12.9275 TO 18.~011 
~.\'1:,7 1.0468 10.1671 TO 14.6900 
~.916b .5B3j 10.23ol TO 12.~39 
.-.9343 .5352 13.~063 TO 15.5349 
4.3023 .46b '? 13.5~21 l(J 1~·.3991 
1.'577b 9 .~50(• TO 19 .4c;-t2 
f\Hf'-'!Jm, EFFECTS f'.j[tEL - ESTlMAit: Ot l!EllriEEt\ COMf'Ot~ENT VARIANCE 6.03=77 
Gf\OUF' ttlNIMI.l!'i riA X lMUM 
6rp l 6.0(100 25.00(1(1 
6rp 2 e.oooo 23.0000 
Gr~ 3 s .(t(l(l(l 1f,.0(1l)0 
6rp ~ 7.0000 n .O(l(IO 
lOTK 5 .00(1(1 25 .O(l(l(l 
\l 
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALS - ZOUT 
---------------- DNEWAY-------···------~·-
V1r ab 1 P. 1 O'JT 
iy V•r11ble ~u~ 
SDlJN:£ 
ftETWEEN 6~0UF'3 
WITHIN GROUf'S 
TOTiiL 
GROLif' COuNT 
6r·p 1 32 
6r'j 2 14 
6rp 3 14 
Grp 4 2~· 
TOTAL 8~· 
D.F. 
3 
81 
04 
r£At~ 
14.0625 
15 0 ~.(t(l(l 
1~·.4266 
14 .;~400 
14 .~.u.~. 
F I XEtl EF;:ECTS MDDEL 
f\At mor. EFFECTS f'IJDEL 
ANALYSIS Of V~IANCE 
SUM OF t1EAN F F 
SQUARES SQUARES RATIO ~JB. 
33.3894 11.12?8 1.:.969 .2497 
~5.3036 7.9675 
o7B.~29 
STAI~IARD ST At~trARtl 
DEVIATIOI~ ERF\uR 95 f'CT CONF INT FOR t£AN 
2 .614J .4622 13.1199 TO 15.oret 
3.3912 .9063 13.5420 TO 17 .458~1 
3.3676 .900(1 13.4842 TO 17.3730 
2 .38:·4 .4771 13.:?'554 TO 1~.2~46 
2.B42b .3083 13 .r;·633 lll 1~·.1896 
2.8227 .3062 13 .t;'6 73 TO 15.1856 
.3710 13 .J<;·~.t. TO 1~. 7573 
t\HNLtJ~; EFFECT~ f'iQD£L - EST n·,;., Tt OF 8EhJEEN C:.tf·tF'OI~ENT VAF: I A~CE o. \556 
6ROUF I'IINlMUf'i MAXIMUM 
Gr~ 1 1(1 .0000 20.00(10 
Sru 2 7.0(100 20.00(10 
Grp 3 11.000(1 20 .00(t(l 
6rp 4 10.0000 20.0000 
TOT A:.. 7. (l(l(l(l 2(•.0000 
,,) '") 
74 - D 
E!SLC · 
G 
E~c-
Wfl!ii · · 5' i 
ELEMENTARY PR1.NCIPALS - ROUT 
------- ~---------ONE~AY-----------------
V&ri&ble ROUT 
By V&rl&ble PDK 
SOI.Jf\'CE 
BETtriEEN SF.'O'..f'S 
WITHIN 61\'0LJF'S 
TOTAL 
D.F. 
3 
81 
£:14 
ANAL.YSJS Of VAraANCE 
SUM Of' t1EAt\ F F 
SQI..IAAES SQUARES RATIO PROf:. 
20.6368 6.8789 .6414 .5906 
&B.b~3 10.7242 
889.2941 
STANnARD STANMRI) 
GROLif· COI.Jt\1 l'lEAN OCVIATION ERROR 95 f'CT CQN;:- INT FOR MEAN 
Grp 1 32 15.4688 3.1~·19 .SS72 14.3324 TO 1b .60~·1 
Grp 2 14 1b .4286 3.0613 .8235 14.6495 TO 18.2077 
6r~ 3 14 16 .5(1(1(1 3.1805 .850(1 14.6637 TO 18.3363 
Grp 4 "'·!!: 1 ~ .• 3b(l(l 3 .~obS'3 • 713~· 13.B~c7 TO 16.8333 J_ ._. 
TOTAL 8~· 1~·.7647 3.~·37 .3~·29 15.0629 TO 16 .466~· 
flAED EFFECTS MODEL 3.274b .3552 15 .0:,8·: TO 16.4714 
f\?ir\i)O!". EFFECTS MODEL .~~·52 14.6343 TO 1b .e~~·l 
IIIAF:t.;ING - BETWEE~ C0:1~·utJENT VARIANCE IS NEGATIVE 
IT w~S f.;£F'LACED fjY 0 ,(1 IN COr-ih.J1 WG ABO\'E RANDOM EFFECTS MEASUt..ES 
RAN[IO~ EFFECTS 11Q[tEL - ESTIMATE Ot: BETliiEEN COMfONENT w,;:;IANSE -0.1891 
GROUF· I'IHH MJr; 11AXIMUM 
Grp 1 5 .(l(l(l(i 20.0(10(1 
Gr·p 2 t 1.0(1(1(1 2(1,00(1(1 
6rp 3 1Cr.0000 20.0l. ·o 
Grp 4 9 .Ot)(IO 20.(10(:) 
74 -- E 
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MIDDLE LEVEL PRINCIPALS' ANOVAS 
75 
0 
E!SLC 
\) 
E~C 
KIDDLE LEVEL PRINCIPALS - BFFICACY 
------ .. ---~----~-O~EIIIAY-------. .. ----·- ... --
Variable EFFICACY 
8y Variable P~~ 
~'CE ll.F. 
IETWEEN SRD'LI='S 3 
WITHIN 6ROlf'S 69 
TOT A:.. 72 
6R0l.lf' COUNT ttEAN 
6rp1 17 13.3529 
6rp2 16 13.7500 
6rp3 1~ 10.6667 
6rp ~ 2~· 11.9200 
TOTAL 73 12.3973 
F UEr• Ei-FECl:S tt:IDEL 
f\A~WQ!", EFFECTS t\Q(IEL 
MAL YSIS CF VARIANCE 
S\1'10: tEAN F F 
SQUARES SQUM£5 RAllO PROB. 
95.4238 31.8079 1.4789 .2279 
14&4 .0557 21.5081 
1579.4795 
51ANIIAR!: .fANIIAAD 
DEVIATION ERROR 95 PCT COOF' I NT FOF; PlEAt~ 
4.8726 1.1818 10.8477 TO 15.8!".£2 
4.3282 1.0S21 11.4437 TO 16.05t3 
4.8206 1.2447 7.9971 TO 13.3362 
4 .5~·4~· .9109 10.040(1 TO 13.80JO 
4.6837 .5482 11.3(..q5 TO 1:...4901 
4.6377 .5428 11.3144 TO 13.4801 
.6U.9 10 .27~.(1 TO 14.51~· 
nP4NrtDI': EC:F£CTS t1J[IEL - ESTll"tAT£ OF &ET..:EEN COMF·ONENT VAI=;lANSE 0.57:14 
6f\'0Uf' "'lNJMJM r.AXII'IUM 
6rp 1 1.0000 21.000(• 
6r-p 2 4.0(10(1 20.0000 
6rp 3 3.01)00 20.00'J0 
6rp 4 2 .0(10,·· 20.00(10 
TOT A!.. 1.0000 21 .0(1(1(1 
' . 
1.) t) 
75 - A 
KIDDLZ LEVEL PRIBCIPALS • IIM 
~-.,---- -----··---·-ONEIIIAY··---------·----.-
Vt,..iable liN 
ly Vt,..i.t>le ··~ 
ANAI.YSlS 0: VARIANCE 
lUI II" tEAN F F 
sow:£ D.F. ~5 SQUAAES RATIO PROB. 
BETWEEN SROL1·S 3 23.6141 7.8714 .4189 .7400 
WITHIN &ROLf'S 74 1390.6038 18.7919 
TOTAL 77 1414.2179 
STANDAfUI STANI:IAR!I 
&RCJo.JJ:• COUNT fEAN DEVI~TJON ERf\'OR 95 PCT CONF J•:T FOR f'IEAN 
6rp 1 20 30.55(•0 4.1987 ,9389 28.585C1 TO 32 .51~.0 
6r-p2 16 32.1250 4.2no 1.068~, 29.8486 TO 34.4014 
r,,..p 3 16 31.62~.\l ~.4635 1.3659 28.7137 TO 34.5363 
6,..~ 4 26 31.3&46 3.65b0 • 717(> 29.907., TO 32.8613 
TOTAi.. 1e 31.371E 4.2850 ·"852 30.4~5 Tl~ 32.3361 
FIXED EFFECTS f'(J(IEL 4.3350 .490E: 30.393E TO 32.3498 
f\A!iriO!': EHECTS 1-.0ttEL .49(>£: 29.B09a TO 32.9338 
.m!\1Htf - Ball-!t:EN COMF·ONE~T VARIAN:E IS NEG~iiVE 
IT ~riS f\EF'LAC£[1 E::Y v.O It\ COt'i'UliNG AE'.CIVE f\A~\[IC!f'i EFrEi:i& f'IEASW:S 
f<ANDOM EFFE:TS f".O(IEL - ESTII".~ TE Ot BEltiEE.N COHf'ONENT YAAIAN:E -0.5684 
6R0Uf· PIH.IMJT'i nA~ li".Jr. 
6rp 1 22.0000 4 (l • (I (l(t(l 
6rp 2 24.0000 40.0000 
6r-p J 21 .(1(1()(1 40.0000 
6rp 4 21 .0000 37.0000 
' () •' 
0 75 - B 
ER.(C 
18!!11 '$13 
MIDDLE LBVBL PRINCIPALS - COUT 
~--~-~- -~-------·ONE~AY--·--·--------~--
Vviatle COJT ' 
By V&riable PDf( 
MALYSIS (f' \IMINa 
• QJUF liE AN F F 
SCU\'CE (J.f 0 SQUMES SQUARES RATIO fROB. 
IIEl&N 6R(lPS 3 133.6705 44.5568 3.9170 .oue 
lUTHI~ &OJ"S 74 841.7782 11.3754 
mtAi.. 77 975.4487 
.... '.NDAR[I f;T ANttARr1 
6RO:Ji=' cwrr t£AN DEVIATION ERR OF\ 95 FCT CONF lt.'T FOF\ 1£AN 
6o" I 20 16.8000 3.9683 .8873 • 4.9426 TO 18.6S72 
&rp2 16 15.3125 3.7896 .9474 13.2931 TO 17.3319 
6rp 3 ~~ 14 .20(10 3.~·19 .7880 12 .5(l;·c; TO 15.8901 
6rp4 21 . 3.518~· 2.?50E .5294 12.4303 TO 14.606~ 
TOiAL 78 t4 .~·90 3.5592 .4030 14 .ose~· TO 15.6625 
FJX£[t EFFErtS ttODEL. 3.3727 .381q 14.~8(1 TO 15.6199 
AA~-'ttOM EFFECTS 110DEL .7779 12 .383~. TO 17 .33~~. 
-..nf\'!)()M EFFECTS riOttE:.. - ESTII',.:;TE OF BETlJIEEN cor;·Qt£NT VA~;I~N:E 1.7355 
6fi0Uf ttWIMi.IM P\AXIM~ 
6rp I 10.000(• 25.()\)(l(l 
6rp 2 8.0(11)(1 22.0000 
6rp 3 ~· .00(1(1 20.000(1 
6rp 4 ":,0000 19.0000 
TOT A- £i .00(1(1 '1'5.0000 
0 
E~C W' I tfi!,j 
MIDDLE LZVZL PRINCIPALS - lOUT 
------- --·--·----ONEMAY----------------· 
Vtri&ble IOJT 
ty V&riable P[IK 
M .. YSIS OF \W 6ANCE 
SI.Jr.OF f£AN F F 
Sll.f\'CE D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO PR08. 
IETWE£N SROJ·S 3 44.7412 14.9137 1.4337 .2397 
.,ITHIN &ROOF'S "IS 780.1449 10.4019 
TOT~ 78 824.8Sbl 
ST~RD STANDARI:• 
6F<OUf' coo a tEAN DEVIATION Ef<f.:Of.: 95 f'CT CONF I NT FOFi PEAN 
6rp1 20 14.6~0C 3.7595 .8407 12.8905 TO 16.4095 
6rp 2 16 15.8750 3.8101 .95~ 13.8448 TO 17 ,9(152 
6rp 3 16 15.EH25 ~ .737c; .6845 14.3536 TO 11.2714 
6rp ~ ~~ 14.1481 2.6414 .5003 13.1032 TO 15.1931 
TOTAL 7~· 14.9620 3.~2(1 .3659 14.2336 '{0 15.6904 
FilEr• EFFECTS t1UDEL 3.2252 .36~ 14.2392 TO 15,684S· 
AAt~101'; EFFECTS "ODEL .4391 13.5b47 TO 16.3594 
.. ~Dar. EFFECTS ~DEL - ESTIMTt: or E<ETWEEN CQMt·i)~ENT VARIAt\:E 0.232~· 
Sf\OUF' f'IINIMW. MXIMi..IM 
6rp 1 8.00(1(• 20.00(1(• 
6rp 2 7.0(1(10 20.00<)(1 
6rp 3 12.00(10 20.0000 
6rp 4 9.00(1(1 19.0(100 
TOTAl. 7 ,()O(lll 2(•.000(1 
75 - D 
0 
E~C · 
'"' ' ,, i 
1,) .. , 
MIDDLE LEVEL PRINCIPALS - ROUT 
- - - - - - - ... • - .. ~ - - - • . - 0 N E W A Y - - - - - - • - - - • - - - - - -
Variable ROUT 
By Varaab1e ro, 
ANAl. YSIS OF VARIANCE 
Sll'l OF t£AN F F 
SCU\'CE DoF o ~5 SQUAR£5 RATIO PROE:. 
BET.eN &f\DI.FS 3 1Bo60Z4 6o2008 .6396 o5919 
WITHIN GROUf·S ~ 727.0685 9.6942 
TOlAL ?S 74S.6709 
STANDAAII STANIIARD 
Sf:OUf• COUNT tEAN lt:VII\TI ON ERROR 9S PCT COW J NT FOF: t1EAt\ 
6rp 1 2(l 17 .1!o(1(1 2oq9b1 .6699 15o747e TO 18o5522 
6rp' 2 16 15 0 75(1(1 3.9243 .9811 13.6589 TO 17 oB411 
6rr 3 1o 16. 75(1(• 2.6957 .6739 15.3136 TU 18 o1864 
6rp 4 ... -~I 16 .4(174 2.8858 .5554 1S.2t!·B TO 17 o549v 
TOTAL 7~ 16 .~J16 3.0919 .3479 15.8391 TO 17 o2242 
F 11.:::[1 LFFEC TS tlj[tEi.. 3.1136 • 3503 15.8338 TO 17.229: . 
f<P••:'OM EFFECTS f1:J~1EL .7.·03 15.416E' lG 17.6464 
.. ~NlNG - BE:Tw~EN COMF·ONEI.l VkF;IAN:E IS NEGATIVE 
IT WAE J;;E~ ... ALED £-:1 OoO IN COf"tF'UllNG Af.JVE AAli[IOM EFFECTS I".EASUR£S 
~AN[IQM EFFEClS l'li:JDEL - ESTli"'ATE OF E<ElwEEN COMF'ONEtiT VAAIAN:E -o .18\ ) 
6f\0Uf' t1 IN Jr'll.lf'i MX IP'I~M 
6rp 1 1 (1. (l(l(l(l ~(1,(100(1 
6rp 2 6.000<1 20.0000 
6rp 3 13.0000 ~(l.O(l(l(l 
6rp 4 ~ .O(IO(l 2(1.000(; 
75 - -
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APPENDIX J 
SENIOR BIOB PRINCIPALS' &NOVAS 
76 
0 
E&LC 
~~~!OR BIGB PRINCIPALS - BPPICACY 
-~----- ----~-~-~-ONE~AY----~~~----------
Variable £FFICACY 
Jy Variable m~ 
ttHAL YSIS [f' VARIANCE 
Qtl[f' t£AN F f 
&0.1\'CE D.F, SQUARES SQlW\ES RATIO PRO&. 
IETWEEN SRCkf'S 3 88.6493 29.5498 1.2508 .2980 
WJTHJN 6R(U>S 70 1653.7291 23.6247 
TOTAL 73 1742.37&4 
STANDARI• STANDAA[I 
&ROI.JF' COUtff 'EAN DEVIATitt~ ERROR 95 PCT CONF I NT FOR ttEAt~ 
6rp J 20 12.7500 5.2302 l.tb~· 10.3022 TO 15.1 'i78 
6rp2 14 10.0714 5.0454 1.348~ 7 .1~83 TO 12 .9S4b 
6rp3 18 12.3889 4 .1b\)t. .98(17 10.319;· TO 14.4579 
6rp4 22 10.6BlB 4.9221 1.0494 8.4995 TO 12.8642 
TOTAL 74 11.5405 4.6855 ,St,7r, 10,4CISi TO 12.6 724 
FIXE[I EFFECTS t1J[i£L 4 .8b0~· .~~0 10.4136 TO 12 .667~ 
RA!tl!r1.'1 EFFECTS I'Ot•EL .6341 9.5226 TO 13.!·~·8:1 
,viNI•Dr. EFFECT~ P10DEL - ESTJMATE OF BETWEE~ COMF'ONENT VAF;IAr~:E 0.323(1 
Sf\:OUF PUNlMUM MXJI'iUM 
6rp 1 2.0000 23.0000 
6rp 2 3.0000 19.0000 
6rp 3 6.0000 20.00(10 
6rp 4 2.0000 17.0000 
lOlA!. 2 ,0(1(1(1 23.00(1(1 
76 - A 
0 
E~C 
''*' !!' ' 5'' 
SENIOR HIGH .RINCIPALS - IIN 
-----~- ----------OHEWAY---------------~-
V1ri&Dle JJN 
It Y1rivle PI»: 
NW.YSJS OF WtRJANCE 
Slr. IJ" t£AN F F 
&DS\C£ II.F. SQUAAES SQUAAES ~no PROEc. 
BETWEEN &ROI.f'S 3 65.1383 21.7128 1.3523 .2630 
ttJTHJN &RCkF.'S 85 1364.8167 16.0567 
TOTAL 88 1429.'1551 
STANIIAA[I STANDAAD 
6fiui..IF COUNT PIE AN DEVIATION En'f\'Of\ 95 PCT CONF INT FQr\ I'IEAN 
6rp 1 23 27.8261 4.2282 .8816 25.9977 TO 29.6545 
6rp2 21 28.6190 4.1410 .9036 26.7341 TO 30.5040 
6rp 3 20 ~· .BOOO 3.9014 .8724 27.9741 TO 31.6~·9 
6rp ~ 25 ~ v .B40(1 3.7b(l3 .7S21 26.2a7s TO 31.3922 
TOTAL 89 29.02~· 4.0311 .4273 28.1733 TO 29.8716 
f 1 XE[i EFFECTS 110LtEL 4.0071 .42~7 2B.178:j TO 29.8670 
AA"d!Or'i EFFECTS 110DEL • 494b 27 .44&t . TO 30.~864 
· n~NDOI': EF'FE:TS MODE~ - ESTII'I~ TE OF (j£T.-IEW COMPONENT VAF:IANCE 0.2~·48 
Gf\OUF· MINII'ILJr. t1AXH1UM 
6rp 1 20.0000 34.0000 
6rp 2 19.0(1(1(1 36.0000 
6rp 3 24 .0(1(1{1 40 .()(t(l(l 
6rp 4 25.00(1(1 40.0000 
luTAL 19.0(10(1 4(1.(.00(1 
76 - B 
SENIOR BIGB PRIHCIIALS - CODT 
------- ----------ONE_,AY--·--------------~ 
V&riablt COOT 
ly V&,.i&blt f>Il~ 
MAL YSJS (f' \W\JNU 
UOF I£ AN F F 
~E D.F. SQUAf'(S SQUAAES RATIO fRO(<. 
IETIEEN &RClJ>S 3 59.6598 19.8866 2.3613 .0770 
WITHIN 6RM'S & 724.2957 8.4t220 
TOTAL 89 783.9556 
STANDARD STANIIARtl 
6ROUF· COUNT II£ AN t£VIATJON ERROR 95 PCT CONF JNT FOR t£A~ 
6rp1 24 16.7500 3.2202 .6573 15.3902 TO 18.1098 
6r-p2 21 14.7143 2.75'14 .6022 13.4582 TO 15.9703 
6rp 3 20 15.1500 2.5397 .5679 13.9614 TO 16.3386 
6rp 4 ~· 14.9600 2.9648 .593(1 13.7362· TO 1e.1BJ8 
TOTAL 90 15.4222 2.9679 .3128 14 .6(106 Tu 16.0438 
F HEL1 EFFECTS "Q['EL 2.9021 .30~8 14.8141 10 16.0303 
f\At~OI·. EFFECTS KJDEL .4716 13.9215 TO 16.923(i 
-,-"ND)I'I EFFECTS Y.Jl1EL - ESTIMATE OF 8ETtrlEEN COMF'ONENT YAr.lAti:.E (1.5110 
SROUF" fUNIMlr. 
6riJ 1 12.0000 
6rp 2 10.0000 
6rp 3 10.00(1(1 
6rp 4 10.00(10 
TOiA~ 10.0(10(1 
\) 
E~C 
MXJMJM 
25.0(100 
21.0000 
1~ .0000 
22.0000 
~ •• 0~1(1(1 
', ! I 
.._, . ' 
76 - c 
SENIOR BIGB PRINCIPALS - lOUT 
Variabl• IOJT 
ly Yariabl• PDt~ 
MAL YSIS tF VARIANCE 
Q)1[F f£AN F F 
&nJ\'C£ D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO PRCEc. 
IETEN RU''S 3 6.3238 2.1079 .2528 .8591 
lfiTHJN &RW='S 85 708.6650 8.3372 
TOTAL 88 714.98as 
STANIIARit STANIIAAD 
6ROUF· COtJt:l ttEAN lEVIATION ERROF< 95 PCT COt~ lt11 FOR K:AN 
6rp 1 24 13.8750 3.1390 .~07 12.5-495 TO 15.2005 
6rp2 20 13.8000 2.ftJ77 .5831 12.579b TO 15.0204 
6rp3 20 14.5000 3.3007 .7381 12.9552 TO 16.0448 
6rp4 25 13.9200 2.4651 .4930 12.9025 TO 14.9375 
TOTAL S9 14.0112 2.8504 .3021 13.4108 TO 14.6117 
F 1 ~E[I EFFECTS tlQ[rEL 2.8&74 .3061 13.4027 TO 14.6198 
AArmOM EFFECTS ~[tEL .3061 13.0372 TO 14.9853 
~lNG - ltETw£:EN COMf'ONENT VAF;JANCE IS NEGATIVE 
IT tlMS Fiff'lACEir IcY 0.0 IN COMf·UTING ABOVE AAt~~rO!'i EFFECTS P1£AS~S 
f\Ar,'J:IOM EFFECTS 11Q[IEL - ESTIMTE OF BETWEEN COMF'ONENT VAF:IANCE -o.2Bl0 
6f;OUF· I'll N 1 P1U!'i ftAXIf'lLIM 
6rp 1 8.0(100 20.00(1(1 
6rp 2 9.0000 20.0(100 
6rp3 10.00(1(1 20.00(1(! 
6rp4 7 .(1(100 20.0000 
76 - D 
\) 
E&I_C 
'"'"' fii ,. ' BEST COPY AYAILABLE 
SENIOR BIGS PRINCIPALS - ROUT 
- • • - - • ... • • - • .... - ..... • 0 N E If A Y - - - .. - - - .. ,. - - - - - - - -
VariAble ROOT 
ly V1r11blt f{t; 
IWAL.YSJS Of VMIANC£ 
SUM OF fEAN F F 
&Oll\tE D.F. ~s SQUARES RATIO PROB. 
IETlriEEN SfmLF'S • 3 11.6876 3.8959 .3910 .1597 
.. I THIN SROUF'S & 856.812~ 9.9629 
TOTAL. 89 868.5000 
STANriARII STANDARII 
&ROlf· COUNT f£Ar. DEVIATION ERROR ~. f'CT CDNF I NT FOR I'£ AN 
6rp 1 24 15.7'JOO 2.2312 .45~·4 14.8078 TO 16.6922 
6r~2 21 15.047b 4.1046 ~8957 13.1792 TO 16.9160 
6rp3 ~I) 15.000(1 2.6157 .5849 13.7758 TO 16.2242 
6rp 4 25 14 .S4uo 3.3872 .6774 13.4~18 TO 1b.23E2 
TOTAL 9(1 15.1667 3.1238 .3293 14.5124 TO 15.8209 
f I~£[! EFFECTS r1Q[1EL 3.1564 .3327 14.5053 TO 1s .e:?t: 1 
~At~I10t1 EFFECTS 11Q[I[L .3327 14 .1078 TO 1b.225~· 
~ARt\lNG - BETWEEN COMF'ONCJ~T VARIAN::£ IS NEGATIVE 
IT ~~S ~Ef·LACErl ElY 0.0 IN Ctt\f'UTING AKrVE f\At~Nm EFFECTS 11EASURES 
RANDOl", EFFECTS P10[1[L - ESTit'tt1TE OF EIETWEEN COt1F'ONENT \IARIAN:E -0.2704 
6fi0Uf' PUNIM~ MXIMUM 
Srp 1 12 .(1(1(>(1 20 ,()(10(1 
6rp 2 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp 3 10.0000 20 ,(1(1(1(1 
6rp 4 9.00(10 20 .0(1(1(1 
' - ' ~Jo 
76 - E 
\) 
E~C 
APPBIIDIZ It 
ELEMENTARY TIACBIRS 1 .ANOVAS 
; ) . 
77 
0 
E~C 
QHI , ±i j 
.LBMZNTARY ~BACBZRS - BPPICACY 
-- Variabll EFFICACY 
ly VarJab11 P~ 
NAYSIS Of VARIANCE 
Stlllf' f£AN F F 
&W\'C£ D.~. &QlMS SQUARES RATIO PRO~. 
BETE.N &ROUPS 3 38.4785 12.8262 .7i46 .~32 • 
tflTHIN &r<OliS 330 5394.4587 16.3468 
TOTAL 333 ~32.9371 
LTANDARr• STANDAA!1 
6ROUf' COUNT tiE AN DEVIATION ERROR 95 PCT CONF INT FOR ~AN 
6rp1 148 16.8311 3.9286 .3229 16.1929 TO 17.4693 
6rp2 31 17.9032 4.2611 .7653 16.3402 TO 19.4662 
6rp3 48 17.5000 4 .!.&03 .6611 16.1700 TO 18.8300 
6rp4 107 17.1682 3.8790 .3750 16.4247 TO 17.9117 
TOTAL 334 17.1347 4.0392 .2210 16. •. -.~) TO 17.569~. 
F JXE[• EFFECTS 1'10ltEL 4.0431 .2212 16.6995 TO 17.5699 
f\At~IQt1 EFFECTS 1'10tE:l .2212 16.4307 TO 17.8388 
"HfiNING - £cETWEEN COMF·ONE~'T VARIAN:E IS NEGATIVE 
IT WAS Rrf'I..ACEI• (IY 0.0 IN CQt1F·UTING ABOVE AAU[!Or. EFFECTS t\EASURES 
RANDOM EFFECTS P10DEL - ESTIMATE OF BETWEEN CCI'Itt"NENT VAAIANCE -o.0471 
&f\OUf' l'llNII'IU!'I MXU1UM 
6rp 1 2.0000 25.0000 
6rp2 7.0000 25.0000 
6rp 3 7.000(1 27.000(1 
6rp4 9.0000 28.0000 
77 - A 
\) 
E~C 
.LBKINTARY ~BACBIRI - JIM 
------- -·--------GN£MAY-·-----------···-
Vlr'iable UN 
ly VIr' ilb 1• PI~( 
MAL YSIS OF VNU ANCE 
UOF I£ AN F F 
IIlJa D.F. &QUN\'ES SQUARES RATIO PAD&. 
IE1lEEN IIOFS 3 244.1706 81.3902 2.4343 .0642 
IIITHIN 8fOPS 460 15380.1397 33.4351 
TOTAL 463 15024.3103 
STANDARD STANDI•RD 
6ROlJ' ~T f£AN DEVIATJ~ ERR~ 9S PCT CONF INT FOO ftEAN 
6f"p 1 187 29.5989 6.1360 .4487 28.7137 TO 30.4~1 
6rp2 45 27.2667 5.5530 .8278 25.5C?'J3 TO 2&.9350 
6rp3 79 29.9747 5.0813 .5717 28.8365 TO 31.1128 
6rp4 153 29.6078 5.7391 .4640 28.6912 TO 30.5245 
TOTAL 464 29.4397 5.8091 .2697 28.9097 TO 29.9696 
F I lEI• EFFECTS ftODEL 5.7823 .2684 28.912\ TO 29.9672 
m~•OM EFFECTS ftO[IEL .45~4 27.9176 TO 30.9017 
t(ANDOM EFFECTS PlOC•EL - ESTIMATE OF BETWEEN t0f1f'OOENT YAAIAN:E 0.4491 
&f\'011' ftiNit1UM tiAXIt1UM 
6rp 1 10.0000 40.0000 
6rp2 14 .C':IOO 39.0000 
6rp3 1~.0000 40.0000 
6rp 4 10.0000 40.0000 
TOTAL 10.0(1(10 4(1,0(100 
. ' 
• ) 'J 
77 - B 
BLBKBII'l'ARY !'DCDU - COUT 
---~-~- ~----~~---DNEWAI----~--------~---
Variablt COOl 
1y Variablt PDK 
NW. TSJS IF VARIANCE 
lUI IF lEAN F F 
IOLI\U D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO Pf\'OB. 
l£iEN &ROLf'S 3 2957.9704 985.9901 46.1434 .oooo 
WITHIN SROLf>S 482 10299.3629 21.3680 
TOTAL 485 13257.3333 
STANDARr• ST ANIIAR[1 
&f(()I.J' COUNT t£AN l£VIATION ERR Of\ 95 PCT aN=' JNT FOR t£AN 
6rp1 196 17.2245 5.126~ .3b62 16.5024 TO 17.9466 
6rp 2 48 19.7292 4.4661 .6446 18.4323 TO 21.0260 
6rp3 83 13.3735 4.6136 .5064 12.3661 TO 14.3809 
6rp4 1S9 12.8113 3.9717 .3150 12.189;: TO 13.4334 
TOTAL 48t. 15.3704 5.2283 .2372 14.904~ TO 15.~ 
FIXED EFFECTS "ODEL 4.6226 .2097 14.9584 TO 15. 7B24 
RANt•O!'I EFFECTS t10[•EL 1.6437 10.139:. TO 20.6012 
t<A~rtsOM EFFECTS riODEL - ESTIMATE OF BETWEEN COMF·ONENT VARIANCE 8.6122 
~'()Uf· "INU'IUM MXIM 
6rp 1 5.0000 25.0000 
6rp2 8.0000 25.0000 
6rp 3 5.0000 25.0000 
6rp 4 5.0000 25.0000 
TOTAL 5.0000 25.0000 
77 - c 
\) 
E~C 
w• 'hi . ,m,, 
BLZKBNTARY ~BACBZRS • %OUT 
~------ ~-~----··-DNEWAY-------~-~--~--~-
V1rilbl• IOJT 
8y Vlriabl• fUK 
ANALYSIS IF VARIANCE 
lUI IF f£AN F F 
scua D.F. SQUARES SQUAAES RATIO fROB. 
IIETWEEN 6RtU'S 3 ~7.9612 19.3204 1.3792 .2484 
IU THIN &ROlFS 480 6723.8239 14.0080 
TOTAL 483 6781.7851 
. STANDARD STANDARD 
6ROUf' COUNT ~tEAt~ II:VJATJON £RR(J\ 95 PCT enG INT FOR t£AN 
6rp 1 196 12.6020 3.8021 .2716 12.0664 TO 13.1377 
6rp 2 48 12 .145B 3.3069 .47:'3 U.1856 TO 13.1061 
6rp3 83 H .6145 3.6117 .3964 1o.e~.a TO 12.4031 
6rp 4 157 12.2739 3.8574 .3079 U.6658 TO 12.8820 
TOTAL 464 12.2810 3.7471 .1703 u .9463 TO 12.6157 
FIXED EFFECTS MODEL 3.7427 .1701 U.9467 TO 12.6153 
AAttitOI'i EFFECTS 110r•EL .2069 11.6163 TO 12.9457 
t<ANDOM EFFEClS 11JftEL - ESTli"'ATE OF (jETlllEEN COMPOt~ENT VAFiiAN:E 0.0476 
6ROUF 11INH1UM AAXII'IUM 
Erp 1 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp~ 7.0000 20.0000 
6rp 3 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp4 5.0000 20.0000 
TOTAL 5.0000 20.0000 
7'/ - 0 
\) 
E&LC 
Ql I hi i 'i!! 1Ua_ 
\) EB.Lc· 
'I 'II· · '5'3 
BLZ~ENTARY ~IACRIRS - ROUT 
------- -----------ONEWAY-----------------
Variable ROUT 
ly Variable Pb( 
tML.YSlS [F VAfUANCE 
SlJ1(f' f£AN F F 
liOlM£ l).f. SQUARES SQUARES RAllO FRO£<. 
BETWEEN &r\~ 3 213.0677 71.0226 5.0403 .0019 
IIJTHIN 6RClPS 480 6763.6823 14.0910 
TOTAL 483 6976.7500 
' 
f;TANDMD STANDARD 
&ROUt' COUNT t£AN llYlATJ~ ERROR 95 PCT CONF I NT FOR tiEAN 
6rp1 196 13.8673 3.9733 .2838 13.3076 TO 14.4271 
6rp 2 46 13.8696 3.4935 .5151 12.8321 TO 14.9070 
6rp3 83 12.5783 3.5583 .3906 11.8013 TO 13.3553 
6rp 4 159 12.5220 3.6437 .'B90 11.9513 TO 13.0927 
TOTAL 484 13.2045 3.8006 .1728 12.&51 TO 13.5440 
FlXED EFFECTS ~DEL 3.7538 .1706 12.8693 TO 13.5398 
AAt~1()M EFFECTS PIODEL .4335 11.82~.0 TO 14.5841 
t\~tmOM EFFECTS "DDEL - ESTII1ATE OF BETwEEN COMPONENT VARIANCE 0.5117 
&f\OlJ· tUNit'\i.JM 
Srp 1 5.0000 
vp 2 7.00(10 
Grp 3 5.0000 
6rp 4 5.0000 
TOTAL s.oooo 
MXIrut 
20.0000 
20.0000 
20.0000 
20.0000 
20.0000 
77 - E 
.. 
t ; I " 
..... ,__, t... 
&PPIIIDI:I L 
XIDDLB LBVBL !'IACBIRS 1 ANOVAS 
/ 
G 
E~C 
KIDDLZ LZVBL ~IACIIRI - .PPICACY 
____ .... ----------ONEIIIAY----------~------
Variable EFFICACY 
8y Variable PDK 
ANALYSIS 0: VMJANCE 
&til OF I£ AN f F 
&O.F££ D.F. SQUARES SQUARES MTJO Pf<0£1. 
BETWEEN 6ROUF'S 3 74.6637 24.8879 .9893 .3980 
MJTHJN 6ROJF'S 32o 8201.4242 25.1577 
TOTAL :m 8276.0879 
STANDARD STANtiARII 
&r\OIJ=' COUNT t'tEAN DEVIATION ERR Of\ 95 PCT CONF J NT FOR t'IEAN 
6rp I 72 15.~-~oo 5.7181 .6739 13.9063 TO 16.5937 
6rp2 64 16.0156 4.a3S4 .6044 14.807B TO 17.2235 
6rp 3 4b lo.3261 4.9309 .7270 14.&18 TO 17.7904 
6rp4 146 16.4662 4. 7472 .3902 15.6950 TO 17.2374 
TOTAL 330 16.0939 5.01~~. .2761 15.5508 TO 16.6371 
F fxE£1 EFFE~TS PlOD£~ 5.0157 .2761 15.5508 TO 16.6371 
AAtmDM EFFECTS 110t1EL .2761 15.2153 TO 16.9726 
MARNING - SETltiEEN COM;:'Ot~ENT YAAIANCE JS NEGATIVE 
IT WAS F\Ef'LACE£1 BY 0.0 IN C01f'UTJNG A&OVE RANri()M EFFECTS PIEASLJ:ES 
RANID1 EFFECTS 110DEL - ESTIMATE OF BETWEEN COMPONENT VARIAN~ -o.0035 
&ROOf· tUNli1UI'1 MXIM 
6rp I 3.000(1 27.0000 
6rp 2 6.0000 27.0(10(1 
6rp3 7.0000 26.00(1(1 
6rp4 6.000(1 2b.0(10(1 
78 - A 
\l 
E~C 
MIDDLZ LIVBL ~BACIZRS - IIH 
·----- --·-------ONF.W~Y-------~--~------
Yariabl• UN 
By Vuiabl• PDK 
MAL YSIS Of VMIANC£ 
&tJ1(f ttEAN F f 
&Ol\'CE D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATJO Pf\'08. 
IETEN &ROUPS 3 83.4281 27.8094 1.0523 .3690 
WITHIN &ROS'S 540 14271.2906 26.4283 
TOTAL 543 14354.7188 
STANDAArt STANDAAD 
&F,{)lJf' COlM tEA~ DEVIATION Efck()f.; 95 PC T CONF INT FOR ft£AN 
6rp 1 110 26.4273 ~.4476 .5194 25.3978 TO 27.4568 
6rp2 110 26.1273 5.2219 .4979 25.1405 TO 27.1141 
6rp 3 100 25.6600 4.9344 .4934 24.6809 TO 26.6391 
6rp 4 224 2b.714J 5.0352 .3364 26.0513 TO 27.3773 
TOTAL 544 26.~38 S.1416 .2204 2!·.9107 TO 26.7768 
f I XEtt EFFECTS PODEL ~.1408 .2204 25.9108 TO 26.7767 
F\A'~tOr. EFFECTS MODEL .2272 25.6207 TO 27.0668 
RANDOM EFFECTS 110DEL - ESTIMATE OF BETWEEN COHf·(MNT VAAIANCE 0.0107 
&r\0\.J' PIINH1UM MXIt\UM 
6rp 1 14.0000 38.0000 
6rp 2 13.0000 40.0000 
6rp 3 13.0000 36.0000 
6rp4 10.0000 40.0000 
TOTAL 10.0000 4(1.000(1 
78 - ..., 
0 
ER[C "' 
.1 ~)t.J 
MIDDLE LBVBL ~BACBBRS - COOT 
Variable COOT 
ly Variable m 
NR.YSIS CF YMIANC'C:: 
&li1Df lEAN F F 
&W\'CE 0 .F • &QUAf\'ES SQUARES RATIO Pf<OB. 
IETEN &ROIJ>S 3 3460.9162 1153.6387 73.0391 .0000 
IIITHIN &mE'S 573 9050.4217 15.7948 
TOTAL 576 12511.3380 
STANDAF\It STNIDAAit 
6ROl1' COUNT ttEAN DEVIATION ERR Dr\ 95 PCT CONF INT FOO ltEAN 
6rpl ll7 19.8803 4.4628 .4126 19.0632 TO 20.697S 
6rp2 122 17.4262 4.9408 .4473 16.5406 TO 18.3118 
6rp3 105 13.3905 3.0556 .2982 12.7992 TO 13.9818 
6rp4 233 14.2146 3.4835 .2282 !3.765(1 TO 14.6642 
TOTAL 577 15.8925 4.b606 .1940 15.5115 TO 16.2736 
FIXED EFFECTS ftODEL 3.9743 .165~· 15.5676 TO 16.2175 
RArmOM EFFECTS f'IO[IEL 1.5333 11.013(1 TO 20.77.21 
RANDOM EFFECTS MODEL - ESTIMATE Of &ETWEtN ~~NT VARIAN:E S.2396 
61\'().Jf' tUNH'IUM MXIMUM 
6rp I 6.00(1(1 25.0000 
6rp2 5.0000 25.00(1(1 
6rp 3 6.0000 22.000(1 
6rp 4 5.0000 25.0000 
TOTAL 5.0000 25.GOOO 
78 - (; 
\) .. 
E&LC 
Qi I ·'5! j 
I . I 
.... •, J \) 
KIDDLI LZVBL ~BACBIR8 - !OUT 
·------ -------.----DNEW"Y--- .... -- .. ---------
Variable lOUT 
ly Vari&blt PD\ 
ANALYSIS P: VARIANCE 
UIF I£ AN F F 
&OlKE D.F. SQUARES SQUAAES RATIO PfcO£<. 
lEMEN &R~ 3 172.8063 57.6021 4.4065 .0045 
' IIITHIN SRCU·S S72 74n.1503 13.0719 
TOTAL 575 7649.9566 
STANIIARD ST~ 
&ROlf' COUNT tEAN lEVIATION ~~'OF; 95 PCT ~ JNT FOO f£AN 
6rp 1 ll6 ll.413B 3.7232 .3457 10.7291 TO 12.098S 
6rp2 1'23 11.3BZ1 3.8058 .3432 10.7028 TO 12.0614 
6rp3 !OS 10.5048 2.6930 .2628 9.9836 TO 11.0259 
6rp 4 232 12.0345 3.8148 .2505 11.5410 TO 12.5280 
TOTAL 576 ll.4913 3.~75 .152(1 11.1928 TO 11.7898 
FIXED EFFECTS ~DEL 3.6155 .1506 11.1954 TO ' 11.7872 
RANDOM EFFECTS r.Q(IEL .3371 10.4186 TO 12.5640 
~ANDOM EFFECTS nDDEL - ESTIMATE Of BETWEEN COMPONENT VARIANCE 0.3228 
&f\'()Uf' tUNit'IUM MXJPWM 
6rp1 5.0(100 20.0000 
tirp2 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp3 5.0000 17.0000 
6rp 4 5.0000 20.0000 
TOTAL 5.00(10 20.0000 
78 - D 
0 
E~C 
WI I ·d'' 
.., . . , . 
1 u. 
KIDDLB LBVIL ~BACRZRI • ROUT 
~-~-------ONE~AY-------~---------
Variable ROUT 
8)' Variable Pb~ 
MAL.TSJS OF VMJIWC£ 
llt10F f£AN F F 
&OISa O.F. SQUARES &QUAR£5 RAllO PR08. 
IETWEEN &ROlf'S 3 171.7992 57.2664 3.9021 .0089 I 
IIJTHJN 6RQ.f'S 576 84S3.23SJ 14.6756 
TOTAL 579 862S.0345 
ST PMIAA!t STM'ttARD 
6F:OUF' COI.Jt'T f'IEAN DEVIATION EAA~ 95 PCT CONF INT FOR t£AN 
6rp 1 llb 13.00(1(1 3.9497 .3667 12.273b TO 13.7264 
6rp 2 124 12.3790 4.321b .3881 11.6108 TO 13.1472 
6rp 3 10~· 11.28'57 2.904b .283!· 10.7216 TO 11.8478 
6rp4 235 12.47bb 3.8590 ·~·17 11.9806 TO 12.9725 
TOTAL 58(1 12.34~8 3.8!86 .1603 12.0301 TO 12.6596 
F l XE[t EFFECTS f10DEL 3 .83(19 .1591 12.0324 TO 12.6573 
AAtmor. EFFECTS 110£tEL .3348 11.2793 TO 13.4103 
RANDOl", EFFECTS f10DEL - ESTI~;ATE OF 8ETWF:::N COMf'ONENT VARIANCE 0.3071 
SF.JUF' f1JNIMUM MAXIMUM 
6rp 1 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp2 s.woo 20.0000 
6rp 3 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp 4 5.0000 20.0000 
TOTAL 5.0000 20.0000 
78 - E 
\) 
E~C 1 uu 3EST COPY AVAILABLE 
APPBNDIZ II 
sz:~·IoR BICJB 'l'B~CBBR8 ' I.NOVAS 
79 
0 
E~C 
8ZNIOR BIGR ~BACBBRS - BPPICACY 
---~--- ~---~----~DNEMAY-----------------
Variable EFFICACY 
ly Variable PDK 
MAL YSlS tF VARIANCE 
Sltl(f' f£AN F F IDR:E . O.F. SQUARES SQUARES •"'TJO fROB. 
8E1lEEN 6ROI.PS 3 347.9421 115.9&07 4.3916 .0045 
tfiTHlN &R(U'S 706 18645.2973 26.4098 
TOTAL 709 18993.2394 
STANDAAII STANIIARD < 
6ROUP COUNT ftEAN I£VlAT1~ ERROR 95 PCT CONF JNT FOR t£AN 
6rp l 355 15.9408 5.2037 .2762 15.3977 TO 16.4840 
6rp2 100 14.4700 5.6737 .5674 13.3442 TO 15.5958 
6rp 3 64 16.31Z. S.82S2 .7281 14.8574 TO 17.7676 
6rp4 191 14.6597 4.4337 .3208 14.0269 TO 1~ ,2925 
TOTAL 710 15.4225 s.rr:..,a .1942 15.0412 TO 15.8039 
F 1 X£[• EFFECTS ftODEL 5.1390 .1929 15.0439 TO 15.8012 
AANDOM EFFECTS PIQ[I(L .4912 l3.BS93 TO 16.~-8 
RANDOM EFFECTS t10DEL - ESTIMATE OF BETWEEN COMPONENT VAAIANCE O.SB2b 
6ROUf' 
6rp 1 
6rp2 
6rp3 
6rp4 
TOTAL 
0 
E~C 
F"'!ifl' $i' 
PIINII1UM 
2.0000 
2.0000 
3.0000 
4.0000 
2.0000 
MXUU1 
30.0000 
26.0000 
28.0000 
28.0000 
30.0000 
79 - A 
lLU 
8BNIO~ BIGB ~BACKERS - %IN 
-~~~~~~ --·-----~-ONEWAY---~-------------
Variable UN 
ly Vriablt PDK 
IWAL TSIS .QF "L ANCE 
SU1[f' I£ AN F F fDME. [I.F • fiQUARES SQUARES RATIO PROB. 
BETWEEN &ROlFS 3 574.4109 191.4703 6.4921 .0002 
WITHIN 6ROlf'S 1170 34506.6965 29.4929 
TOTAL 1173 35081.1073 
STANDARD STANDARl:• 
aiDUF' COUNT I£AN DEVIATJ()~ ERROR 95 PCT CONF INT FOR t1EAN 
6rp1 591 25.9695 5.5564 .2286 25.5207 TO 26.4184 . 
6rp2 167 23.9102 6.1329 .4746 22.9732 TO 24.8472 
6rp3 108 ~·.9722 4.13596 .4676 25.0452 TO 26.8992 
6rp4 308 25.~675 4.9495 .2820 24.9126 TO 26.0225 
TOTAL 1174 25.5451 5.~687 .1596 25.2320 TO 25.8583 
FIXED EFFECTS ~DEL 5.43(17 .1585 25.2342 TO 25.8561 
RANI:tOM EFFECTS "OriEL .4989 23.9574 TO 27.1329 
RAt·.'DOM EFFECTS filDl1EL - ESTIMATE OF BETWEEN COMF'ONENT VARIANCE 0.6377 
6R0l.f' tUNJt11.1M MXIMUM 
6rp 1 10.0000 40.0000 
6rp 2 10.0()00 38.0000 
6rp 3 12.0000 36.0000 
6rp4 10.0000 37.0000 
TOTAL 10.0000 40.0(100 
79 - B 
\) 
ER[C 
Wi1'!!' d'' 1 .• . J. i 
SENIOR HIGH TEACHERS - COOT 
~~---~- ----------DNEWAY-----------------
Variable COUl 
ly VariAble Pit: 
MALTSIS OF VMIANCE 
SUM OF ttEAN F F 
SU\CE D.F I SQUARES SQUARES RATIO PROf!. 
BETWEEN GROUf'S 3 2011.6634 670.5545 46.2349 .0000 
MITHIN ~'OlE'S llBB 17229.8232 14.5032 
TOTAL. 1191 19241.4866 
STANIIAr\tl STAN[AAD 
6ROUf· COUNT ttEAN DEVIATION . ERROR 95 PCT CONF 1 NT FOR t1EAN 
6r·p 1 595 17.5983 4.0099 .1644 17.2~~ TO 17.9212 
6rp 2 171 19.6374 3.9449 .3017 19.0419 TO 20.2329 
6rp 3 112 16.5714 3.9105 .3695 15.8392 TO 17.3036 
6rp 4 314 15.5446 3.2646 .1842 15.1821 TO 15.9071 
TOTAL 1192 17.2534 4.0194 .U64 17.0249 TO 17.4818 
FIXED EFFECTS "ODEL 3.8083 .1103 17.0369 TO 17.4698 
RANDOM EFFECTS MODEL .9451 H.2455 TO 20.2612 
RAtmOM EFFECTS 110DEL - ESTIMATE OF BETWEEN COMPONENT VARIANCE 2.5323 
6ROUF· "INIMUM MXIMUM 
6rp I 5.0000 25.0000 
6rp 2 9.00(1(1 29.0000 
6rp 3 ~.0000 25.0000 
6rp 4 5.0(10(1 25.0000 
TOTAL ~.0(1(1(1 29.0000 
79 - c 
\l 
E&LC 1 . . • I ~ ...... 
SENIOR BIGR ~EACHERS - IOUT 
---~--- ··----- .. ·-ONEtfAY------------------
V1riable JOUT 
ly V1riable PDK 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Sti10F t£AN F F 
SOLI\'CE D.F. SQUARES SQUARES AATJO fROB. 
BETWEEN SRilJ>S 3 38.4875 12.8292 1.0878 .3532 
WITHIN Gr\Ol.PS 1196 14105.3491 11.7938 
TOTAL 1199 14143.8367 
STANI:IAAII STAt ... '".Rrl 
6R0Uf' COUNT 11FAN DEVIATIOO ERROO 95 PCT CONF I NT Ftr< t\EAN 
6rp 1 597 11.4322 3.4574 .1415 11.1543 TO 11.7101 
6rp 2 171 10.9b49 3.34S2 .2560 10.4595 TO 11.4703 
6rp3 112 11.1607 3.5171 .3323 10.5022 TO 11.8193 
6rp 4 320 11.1375 3.40bo .1904 10.7628 TO 11.5122 
TOTAL 1200 11.2617 3.434b .0991 11.0671 TO 11.4561 
FIXED EFFECTS MODEL 3.4342 .0991 11.0672 TO 11.4562 
F\AtiDOM EFFECTS MODEL .1059 10.9248 TO 11.5986 
R~ EFFECTS MODEL - ESTIMATE OF BElWEEN COMPONENT VARIANCE 0.0040 
6f\'()Uf' 11INH1UM t'tAXIMUM 
6rp 1 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp 2 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp 3 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp 4 5.0000 20.0000 
TOTAL 5.0000 20.0000 
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SENIOR HIGH TEACHERS - ROUT 
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Ylriab1• RIJUT 
Sy V1ri1b 1e Pllt~ 
ANALYSIS IF VARIANCE 
SUM OF t1EAN F F 
~CE D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO fROB. 
BETWEEN SROt.PS 3 33.4789 11.1596 .7875 .5009 
IIITHI N 6~'0LFS 1202 17032.5651 H.1702 
TOTAL 1205 17066.0439 
STANDARD STANDARD 
6ROUF' COUNT ftEAN DEVIATIOt~ ERROR 95 f'CT CONF I NT FOR MEAN 
6rp 1 Sfi·s 12 .ot·8~· 3.7992 .15~·4 11.7534 TO 12.3636 
6rp 2 174 11.7874 3.7084 .2811 11.2325 TO 12.3422 
6rp3 112 11.8214 3.9048 .3690 11.0903 TO 12.5526 
Srp 4 322 11.6801 3.6787 .2050 11.2768 TO 12.0834 
. 
TOTAL 1206 11 ,eci'64 3.7633 .1084 11.6837 TO 12.1090 
FIXED EFFECTS ~DEL 3.7M3 .1084 11.6837 TO 12.1090 
RANDOM EFFECTS t10t1EL .1084 11.5~·14 TO 12.2413 
WARNING - BETWEEN COMPOt~ENT VARIANCE IS NEGATIVE 
IT WAS REPLACED BY 0.0 IN COMi'UTING ABOVE AANDOM EFFECTS MEASURES 
RANOOt': EFFECTS ~rrEL - ESTU'IATE OF BETWEEN COMPONENT VARIANCE -0.0115 
6ROUF' MINIMUM MXU1UM 
6rp 1 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp 2 s.oooo 20.00(10 
6rp 3 5.0000 20.0000 
6rp~ 5.0000 20.0000 
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